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A steady stream of school children and
adults flowed through the four van-
mounted exhibits making up the armed
forces' Bicentennial Caravan with its
capsule of America's military history
yesterday on the parking lot of Roy
Stewart Stadium at Murray State
University.
The caravan, one of four being used by
the armed forces to tour every state in the
nation with the military's story of its
contributions to America's history, will be
at the parking lot through today. Opening
at 10 a.m., it will be open until 8p.m.
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Democrats Not Backing Down In
Battle With Ford Over Tax Cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) — With support
from a surprising number of Republicans,
congressional Democrats show no sign of
backing down in their battle with
President Ford over how a tax cut should
be written.
The tax-cut issue, in which virtually
every American taxpayer has a stake, will
come to a head late next week when
Congress attempts to override Ford's ex-
pected veto of a bill extending the tem-
porary tax cuts voted earlier this year.
There are growing indications that the




Public Service Commission ( PSC) has
ordered a five month's suspension for West
Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative
Corp.'s revised tariff sheets, which
proposed an increase to certain
miscellaneous rates and charges.
The Mayfield-based cooperative had
filed the tariffs with the PSC Nov. 17, but it
was decided that further investigation is
necessary and a hearing may be required
before a ruling on the increases can be
made.
The PSC is an agency within the state's
Cabinet for Public Protection and
Regulation.
the veto. The alternative would be higher
taxes in an election year.
Acting a few hours after Ford issued his
latest veto threat, the Senate Finance
Committee approved its version of the tax-
cut bill Wednesday. The bill goes to the full
Senate on Monday under a timetable that
could have It on Ford's desk by next Wed-
nesday or Thursday. The President could
issue his veto and Congress could attempt
to override it before adjourning on Dec. 19
for the holidays.
Unlike the House-approved tax cut,
which extends some tax cuts for one year
and others permanently, the Senate bill
would extend existing cuts for six months
— assuring that Congress will have to deal
with taxes again before next July 1 — four
months before national elections.
The Senate measure would continue
existing tax-withholding rates through
next June 30.
After a unanimous show of support from
the Senate Democratic Caucus, the Finan-
ce Committee settled on the six-month
extension in an attempt to avoid the veto
fight with Ford. But the President rejected
the compromise in advance.
He is insisting that any 1976 tax cut be
tied directly to a reduction in federal spen-
ding in 1977. The Democratic-controlled
Congress insists that to do so would violate
its own budget procedures.
Under those procedures, a spending
ceiling for 1977 will be approved by next
May 15. To veer from that procedure to ac-
commodate Ford would be "a gimmicky
P.U. BAND—The P.U. Band, from Owensboro, will be presented in a special
family entertainment program at Lovett Auditorium on the MSU campus Friday
at eight p.m. The special band, composed of business and professional persons
from Oweasboro, will be sponsored by the Murray High School Band Boosters
Club.
kind of scheme" that would destroy the
budget process, said Sen. Edmund S. Mus-
D-Mame, chairman of the Senate
Budget Committee.
The Senate tax bill would provide more
relief to the poor, large families and single
persons than would the bill approved by
the House last week.
The biggest difference between the two
bills is that the Senate version would con-
tinue — but the House would not — the
"work bonus" plan under which ptier,
working families with children are j3
to avoid up to $400 in taxes to offset aerial
Security payroll deductions.
The Senate panel put aside until next
year consideration of numeroottiblIPer
approved provisions aimed at ending ad-
vantages that allow the wealthy to avoid a
large share of their taxes.
A local man has been charged with
assaulting a police officer, third degree
assault, and public intoxication in con-
nection with an alleged incident yesterday
morning.
Charlie Ferrell, Hales Apartments, is in
custody with no bond set at this time, after
allegedly assaulting Dayton W.
Harrington, also of Hales Apts., as well as
a Murray Police officer.
The incident occurred about 7:35 a.m.
Wednesday morning.
AIR CURED SALE—The air-cured tobacco sale opened here this morning on the three Murray loose leaf floors. HolmesEllis, (right) general manager of the West Kentucky Dark fired Tobacco Growers Association, has precricted an activemarket this year. The sale was held at Faris, Growers and Planters Loose Leaf Floors. 
Staff Pficito by David Hill
A perpetual scholarship program in
memory of the late James C. Williams,
Jr., of Murray has been established to
provide assistance for graudates of
Murray High School and Calloway County
High School to attend Murray State
University.
Support for the scholarships will come
from a $20,000 pledge by Mr. and Mrs.
James C. Williams, Sr., over the next eight
years, matched by an equal amount from
the James L. Hurley Challenge Fund over
that same period.
Interest derived from that base in-
vestment will eventually provide four $500
scholarships each year as a memorial to
Williams, a Viet Nam veteran who was 26
at the time of his death in Murray on Dec.
9. 1972.
Young Williams enrolled at Murray
State following his release from the U. S.
Air Force. His academic average was an
outstanding 3.93 of a possible 4.00 through
almost two years of " study.
In pledging their gift for the scholarship
fund, Mr. and Mrs. Williams, former
Chance of Showers
Partly cloudy with slight chance of
showers tonight. Lows in the low and mid
308. Mostly cloudy Friday with chance of
showers. Highs from the low to upper 408.
Mostly cloudy and a little cooler Saturday
with chance of showers. Chances of
measurable precipitation are 20 per cent
tonight and 30 per cent Friday.
Opinion Page
Sports
owners of the Murray Ledger and Times,
said their son often indicated his great
desire to render service to his fellowman
and partially fulfilled that goal during his
lifetime.
"This scholarship is designed to, in some
manner, carry out his ideals of service to
those who desire to better their life
status," they explained.
Guidelines established by the Murray
State Alumni Association, which is ad-
ministering the scholarship program,
specify that income from the complete
investment will provide four scholarships
annually for a freshman, sophomore,
junior and senior. The scholarships will be
renewable for eligible students for four
years.
Primary emphasis in selecting
recipients will be on scholarship, with
financial need a secondary consideration.
Sincerity of purpose, leadership ability,
and citizenship will also be considered by












Deaths & Funerals 16
The first scholarship award, to be made
for the 1976-77 school year, will go to a
senior at either Murray High School or
Calloway County High School. The
amount, depending on the interest return
from the base investment, will be an
estimated $300 to $350.
Each succeeding year a scholarship will
be awarded to an incoming freshman and
renewed for past recipients who remain
scholastically eligible until eventually four
students — one from each class — will be
receiving scholarship aid each year.
Until the base investment is sufficient to
provide the maximum of $500 for each
scholarship, the guidelines specify that the
investment income will provide equal
scholarships to recipients.
Seniors in the two local high schools may
submit applications for the first James C.
Williams, Jr., Memorial Scholarship after
Jan. 1. Application forms and further
4incetigsg",,..4044..a....,scho am
counselors at the two high schools.
Calloway Band And
Chorus in Concert
The Calloway County High School Band
and Chorus will present its Christmas
concert on Sunday, December 14, at three
p. m. at the Jeffrey gym.
Terry Goodwin, band director, and Dan
McDaniel, chorus director, invite the
public to attend. There is no admission
charge.
Steady Stream Of People See Bicentennial Caravan
board listing a number of achievements by learned in the caravan, the appearance of
the Corps of Engineers, which in Murray officially opens the city
These are only a few of the unusual and and county's observance of the Bicen-
highly interesting things to be seen and terutal Celebration.
I '44111W
AMY
In charge of the caravan, which includes Albert L. Jackson, Gastonia, N. C., and
a van for each if the Marines, the Navy, MIT Joseph A. Demers, Lowell, Mass.,Army and Air Force, is Chief Petty Officer representing the Air Force.
John Fast, an 18-year Navy veteran from Mayor John Ed Scott and Mrs. Betty
Pittsburgh, Pa. Nine other men made up Lowry, co-chairman of the Calloway
the twirling detachment: County Bicentennial Committee, were onE02 Richard L. Fiegle, St. Louis, Mo., hand yesterday morning when the caravanand ENI Donald Scofield, Virden, Ill., arrived at Murray State from Hickmanrepresenting the Navy; SSG Raymond 0. where it had exhibited Monday and
Simmons, Boonville, Mo., Sgt. Warren P. Tuesday.
Carwile, Lynchburg, Va., and Sgt. Donald From Murray, one of 14 Kentucky citiesP. Kramer, Hamilton, Ohio, representing to be visited, the caravan will go to
the Army; Sgt, Bill Burke, Jacksonville, Bowling Green. All, four caravans areN. C., and SSGT Stuart Lawhorn, Pomery, headquartered at Wright-Patterson AirOhio, representing the Marines; and SSGT Force Base at Dayton, Ohio.
scene inside One of the Bicentennial Vans.
Those touring the exhibits yesterday
found the caravan to be one of the tinest
Iffhibitons ever to come to the community.
There is no waiting. A tour may start at
ally one of the vans at any time, with ex-
ception of the Air Force van, which
features a mini-theater with seating for 26
people and a 16-minute fast-moving, multi-
image, sound visual of the Air Force's
history.
Flashed from 17, synchronized slide
projectors, rapidly portrayed here with
realistic sound affects of bomb bursts,
machine gun fire and the roar of propeller
and jet engines is the story of the Air Force
from the days of the Wright Brothers to its
role in space exploration. A film highlight
is the flash and roar of the atomic bomb
blasts over Japan ending World War II.
A three-minute movie and concert
featuring the Marine Band playing the
marches of John Phillip Sousa is a
highlight in the Marine van. Several
sound-slide presentations, activited by the
yisitor pressing a button, are in each van.
In the Navy van, you can set your watch
to the Universal Coordinated Time from
Greenwich, England, and test your
knowledge of the years in which 24 major
disasters occurred in the world, including
last year's devastating tornado which
swept across Kentucky and Ohio. Navy
personnel were involved in rescue
operations in all of them.
In the Army van, which, perhaps,
contains the greatest variety of exhibits of
the four, a visitor can trace the ex-
peditionary routes of Lewis and Clark,
Pike, Fremont, Emory and Stansbury on a
lighted map while listening to a recorded
explanatory commentary
At another point, a voice-controlled
artificial limb, which, although still in its
experimental stage, can be tuned to the
user's voice. It can be seen in operation as
the arm bends at the elbow and the hand
oPella and closes in obedience to recorded
commands.
Or, an Army van visitor can test his or
her knowledge of the Army's role in
America's growth through an elec-
tronically-controlled multiple-choice
WELCOMING BICENTENNIAL -"MINT: Murray Mayor John Ed Scott secondfrom left, and Mrs. Betty Lowry, co-chairman of the Calloway County Bicen-tennial Committee, were on hand along with Police Chief Brent Manning yester-day to welcome the armed forces Bicentennial Caravan to Murray for its two-day stay. At the right foreground is Chief Petty Officer John Fast, Pittsburgh, Pa,who is in charge of the exhibit. Above in the background are SSGT Warren P.Carw4e, Lynchburg, Va., left and SSG Raymond 0. Simmons, Boonville, Mo., twoof the three Army men hosting the Army van. The caravan, to be here throughtoday, will be open unti 8p. m. It goes to Bowling Green tomorrow.
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Pledge rituals were held by Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi for (front row, left to
right), Mrs. Debbie Horschel, Mrs. Alice Rouse, and Mrs. Mary Roseman. Standing are Mrs. Linda
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Thursday, December 11
Grove 6126 of Woodmen of
World will meet at six p.m. at
the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Open house for members of
Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will be held at
the home of Mrs. Salvatore
Matarazzo, chairman, at 1602
Keeneland Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Art Guild is open
from noon to four p.m.
Town and Country
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Geneva Giles, 1513
Oxford, at 6:30 p. m.
Progressive Homemakers
Club will have a Christmas
party at Perkins Pancake
House.
Pledge Ritual Held By Gamma
Gamma Chapter, Thomas Home
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held its
regular monthly meeting on
Thursday, November 20, at 7:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Sylvia
Thomas. Prior to the meeting a
pledge ritual was held for
Debbie Horschel, Mary
Roseman, and Alice Rouse.
Mrs. Libby Conley presented
a program entitled "Women To
Whom We Are Indebted." She
used several different women
who have helped women to
realize women's rights and who
did something about them.
Following the program the
secretary and treasurer gave
their reports. Mrs. Linda
Rogers reported that the final
plans for the Christmas party
Phebian Sunday School Class
of First Baptist _church will
have a potluck dinner at the-
home of Mrs. Pat Trevathael
Meet at church at 6:15 p. m.
Murray Chapter No. 92 R. &
A. M. and Murray Council No.
50 R. & S. M. will meet at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will have a family night
dinner at the Holiday Inn at six
p.
Annual Christmas candlelight
concert presented by the
Murray State University Choir
under the direction of Prof.
Robert Baar will be at 8:15p.m.
in the Student Union ballroom.
Murray Middle School PTO
will hear a program by the 5th
and 6th grade chorus at seven p.
m. at the school auditorium.
Friday, December 12
North Murray Homemakers
Club will have a potluck lun-
cheon at the home of Mrs.
Edgar Morris at 11:45 a. m.
Gifts will be exchanged.
Murray Art Guild is open
from noon from four p.m.
Special sale of Murray
Woman's Club 'cookbooks will
be at Calloway County Public
Library, and downtown
branches of Bank of Murray
and Peoples Bank all day by the
club members.
Golden Age Club will hold its
annual Christmas party at
social hall, First United
Methodist Church, at noon.
Turkey, dressing, and drinks
will be served by the club and
members asked to bring a
salad, vegetable, or dessert.
P. U. Band will be presei4ed
in 44., program at Lo tt
Auditorium, MSU, at eigh p.
m., as sponsored by Murr:y
High School Band Boost&
Club.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
have a party at the Masonic
Hall at 6:30 p m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
of Murray to Roses and Kroger
will be at 9:30 a. m. and to Big K
and town at 12:30 p. m.
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
meet at Kirksey United
Methodist Church fellowship
hall at one p. m. and then go to
Murray for a crafts and bake
sale in front of Roses. For in-
formation call Jan Maddox at
753-8193.
THRU WED.
Late Show Fri & Sat. 11:40
TEENAGE MILK MAID (X)





















































RESEARCH ON THE ARTS
NEW YORK (AP) — A Na-
tional Committee for Cultural
Resources has been formed, it
was announced by chairman
Amyas Ames, who is also
chairman of Lincoln Center for
the Performing Arts.
Ames said, "The NCCR has
been created in an effort to cor-
relate existing research in the
arts and to conduct original re-
search where material does not
exist. The purpose of this re-
search is to examine the extent
of the financial problems facing
the arts, to develop information
on their economic and social
benefit and to recommend to
foundations, corporations, indi-
viduals and governments policy
for their support." The report






Baby Girl Allen (mother
Brenda), P.O. Box 9, Mayfield,
Baby Boy Boyd (mother Mary
B.), 703 N. 18th., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Betty L Kelso and Baby
Boy, 806 Sunny Lane, Murray,
William J. Holt, 220 Woodlawn,
Murray, Mrs. Joy L. Parker,
Rt. 3, Paris, Ten., Mrs. Betty
Windsor, Rt. 1, Box 67, Far-
mington, Mrs. Nelda F Adkins,
Rt. 5, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Mary L.
Brooks, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Johnny McNutt, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Quandra D. Barrow, 206 S.
7th., Murray, Mrs. Pauline E.
Cobb, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Master
Mark Wallace, Rt. 3, Box 13C2,
Murray, Wilbur H. Weston, Rt.
1, Box 12, Tennessee Ridge, Tn.
ieweiry
jeans The Youth Shop UM "ems
Goa"
will be announced at the next
meeting.
Mrs. Trica Nesbitt announced
that the Santa Visits would
begin on December 5 and run
through December 20. Mrs.
Nesbitt also reported that
selling pecan rolls would be a
good money making project.
Further discussion on this
matter will be made at the next
meeting.
The group voted to have a
concessioi 'stand at Wildcat
Creek on December 14 at a
cycle race held by the local
Cycle Club. Members also
discussed helping the Humane
Society.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Thomas.
Friday, December 12
Hazel Lodge No. 831 F. & A.
M. will meet at the Lodge Hall
at 7:30 p.m. Officers will be
elected.
Saturday, December 13
Christmas party for children,
preschool through third grade,
will be at Oaks Country Club at
1:45 p. m. with surprise visitor.
Call Barbara McCuiston, phone
436-2532, for information.
Church wide potluck supper
for congregation of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will be
at the Murray Woman's Club
House at six p. m.
Murray Art Guild is open
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Mrs. J. C. Kemp Hostess, Meet
Of The Penny Homemakers Club
The lovely home of Mrs. J. C.
Kemp on the Coldwater Road
was the scene of the November
meeting of the Penny
Homemakers Club with Mrs.
Murrell Madrey, president,
presiding.
Mrs. Ruby Harrell, secretary,
gave the devotion, read the
minutes, and called the roll with
each one answering with
"something I like to collect."
Mrs. Harrell also gave the craft
lesson on "Dough Baskets or
Figurines."
The main lesson on -Powder
Puff Mechanics" was presented
by Mrs. J. C. Kemp who gave
some very interesting and in-
formative facts.
Mrs. Kathryn Walker gave
the minor lesson on -Christmas
Ideas" and also reported on the
Purchase Area Homemakers
day. Mrs. Modena Butterworth
presented the lesson on One
Dish Meals."
A report on lesson on
refinishing furniture, etc., by
James Stewart at the Murray
Housing Center was given by
Mrs. Madrey. Landscape notes
were given by Mrs. Perry
Hendon, and the recreation was
led by Mrs. Harrell and Mrs.
Walker.
For the October minutes it
was reported that Mrs. J. C.
Kemp gave a lesson on "Accent
Through Accessories" at the
meeting held at the home of
Mrs. P. H. Hendon.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Kemp.
The club will have a potluck
luncheon on December 15 at ten
a.m. at the home of Mrs.






Baby Girl York ( mother
Kathie J.), Rt. 3, Benton, Baby
Boy Ticknor (mother Kathy),
Rt. 3-Box 146A, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Master Daryl L. Lovett, Rt,-6;
Benton, Miss Darlene Lovett,
Rt. 5, Benton, Jeff D. Rodgers,
308 Franklin, Paris, Th., Mrs.
Mavis L. Paschall, Rt. 3,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Robbie L.
Knipp, Rt. 6-Bx 1008, Murray,
Deen W. Powell, 1612 N. 11th.,
Paducah, Mrs. Beverly J. Hicks
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1-Bx 208A,
Alm°, Thomas P. Valentine, Rt.
2, Puryear, Tn., John Lee, Rt. 2,
Dexter, Mrs. Virginie E.
Peters, 210 N. 8th., Murray,
William L. Herndon, Box 1084,
Paris, Tn., Arthur C. Jones,
Fern Terrace Lag., Murray,
Mrs. Auda M. Thweatt, Rt. 3,
Benton.
Pedwin's high heel boot helps you
stay on top of things. A platform
sole walks tall. Soft leather steps
smoothly. Embroidery trim adds
a touch of class. Put on a pair.
You'll be looking good.
•Free Gift Wrapping





By Murray High FHA Chapter
"Girls are very special," said
G. T. Moody, minister of
education of the First Baptist
Church, as be spoke at the 12th
annual Daddy Date Night held
by the Murray High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America on
Thursday, November 20, at the
ballroom of the Waterfield
Student Union building, MSU.
The theme of Mr. Moody's
talk was "What Daughters
Mean To Fathers." He said that
a relationship between a father
and a daughter determines bow
G. T. Moody
-Guest Speaker
the daughter relates with other
males as well as with all other
people in their lives outside
their home and family. He
closed by saying, "the most
important thing is to be able to
communicate with each other
and, girls, we do love you."
A banquet preceded the
program. Special dinner music
was by Anne Gregory and
Lucretia Crawford, pianists.
Beth Outland, club president,
welcomed the members and
guests and G. B. Jones gave the
invocation.
Becky and Cindy Gould gave
the welcome to the Dads in the
form of a poem entitled "Have
We Told You Today That We
Love You?" Eldon Heathcott
gave the response for the Dads
and asked the Dads if they
"Remembered When," which
was the theme of the banquet.
He closed his response with
"the main thing is to have faith
in yourselves, girls, we're all
behind you."
Special music was presented
Beth Outland
-Toastmistress
Alexander and Mr. and Mrs. G
T. Moody. Seniors intridixed
were Vickie Cunningham,
Donna Heathcott, Phyllis
Choleman, Becky Gould, Cindy
Gould, Jeanie Poole, Debbie
Suiter, Sharon Steele, Lisa
Winters, and Shelia Foster
Mrs. Gene Bailey and Mrs. G




preciation to the committee for
the evening who were Cindy
Gould, Terri McCord, Denise
Curd, Destine Honchul, Karen
Bailey, Barbara Campbell,
Phyllis Coleman, Joni Guthrie,
Keane Gregory, Elizabeth
Herndon, Jenny Lovins, Susan
Rogers, Carma Miller Glenda
Scarborough, Lisa Smith, Kim
Sinter, Mary Ann Jones, and
Lisa Wallin.
The evening was closed with
the girls repeating the FHA
Creed.
The ballroom was decorated
in the colors of fall. On each
table were scarecrows, pine
cones, turkeys, nuts, leaves,
and candles. Each girl and her
dad were given name tags. The
program cover, designed by
Anne Gregory, was a country
road scene with a dad and his
little girl walking hand in hand,




Turn a woolen garment in-
side out. Then fill your ma-
chine with warm water, and
add a mild detergent, ad-
vises experts. Set for a
gentle wash cycle.
F o r best results, reset
your machine after the wash
cycle for a normal rinse and
normal rinse-spin-out.
Becky and Comfy Goaki gave the welcome to the Dads at
the Daddy-Date Night held by the Murray High School
Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America at the







Great gifting from Personal sportswear. Avail-
able in Treviro polyester. Shirt Jacket—block,
8 to 16 at 44.00; tilous•—Aztec print long
sleeve, block/toupe in 8 to 16 ot 21.00;
Skirt — side button, two-pocket flair in block
and taupe; 8 to 16 at 26.00; Blazer—
solid with contrasting trim of black/
ivory or toupe/ivory, 8 to 16 at 48.00;
lessr--r-tvorrpoeltet-iniattry7t-to rit-ot 30.00;
Blouse - floral print, taope/ivory, 8-16, 8-16 of 21.00;
Pant elastic waist, taupe, block, ivory, 8-16, 24.00.
Wok in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARLES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A day for action! Don't slow
up progress by being overly
meticulous, fussy, looking for
nonexistent defects in your
Program.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
You're in the spotlight now,
with special emphasis on
response to your efforts and
presentation of ideas. Curb any
tendency toward aggres-
siveness. Win your way through
tact, diplomacy
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) 1149-
Your know-how and ability to
handle the unexpected could
result in outstanding ad-
vantages. Spend time and
talents constructively.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) so
Stress your innate en-
thusiasm and eagerness to do
well but be willing, also, to
WAIT out results, to accept
setbacks with inner calm.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) atick
A fair day. You can manage
in better-than-average fashion,
yet must take precautions
neither to underestimate nor
overevaluate new propositions.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) W1/41.
FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12,1875
Don't be impulsive about
making changes unless you are




( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Illno
While you await new
developments or results of
efforts, proceed with other good
pions, ideas. Don't sit back,
satisfied with previous en-
deavors — or gains.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ntoeli





( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )60
Neither fear to step into a new
or changed picture, nor step too
quickly before you are ready.
Know your ground sufficiently
and that of associates, too.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Speak in discreet words, with
temperance and compassion
foremost— it will work wonders
now. Opposition? It can be a
healthy challenge: Self-control!
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Give careful thought to
decisions you mud make soon.
'11-y to understand thoroughly
the jobs and involvements of the
next few days. And be ob-
jective!
PISCES
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Influences highly stimulating. 





She'll really love the gift of a sweater this
Christmas from Bright's. And, they're avail-
able in a super range of the season's most
wanted fashion colors. Choose from cardi-
gans ond pull-ons in smoll, medium and
large. 15.00 to 21.00. Beautifully gift-
wrapped free as only Bright's knows how!
Overzealousness, overreaching
may tempt. Hasty words and
deeds could cause endless
redoing and undoing; leave,
scars, too.
YOU BORN TODAY are
philosophically inclined; ex-
tremely ambitious and versatile
in your talents and abilities.
Keenly analytical, logical and
objective in your thinking, you
could shine in the legal field
where your mentality, har-
nessed to your sense of the
dramatic and your subtle, but
brilliant wit, would make you an
outstanding trial lawyer. This
same sense of the dramatic
could serve you well as a writer,
theatrical producer or en-
tertainer. Other careers open to
you: education, publishing,
promoting. Birthdate of: John
Jay, early Amer. statesman; G.
Flaubert, Fr. novelist.
BOTTLES
Food and beverages for
school lunch boxes remain cool
longer if you prechill the
vacuum bottles in which they
are carried. Place opened
containers in the refrigerator
overnight before filling.
COOKIE
If your local supermarket
carried boxed or bagged
Chinese fortune cookies, keep
them on hand to tuck into school
lunches, along with a piece of











Tonight 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Exciting Gifts For That Special Woman
In Your Life...Don't Forget!
Give Her A Gift She'll Always Treasure
From Bright's Sensational Collection!
ALL purchases beautifully gift-wrapped FREE!
Refreshments!
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Donna Overcast Presides For
cIlloway High Clean Teens Meet
The Calloway County High
School Clean Teens met after
school November 25 in the
school library. Donna Overcast,
president, called the meeting to
order and the National Wildlife
Creed was' read.
The treasurer's • and
secretary's reports were read
by Mitzi Redick.
A campout scheduled for
January at Brandon Springs
was cancelled because of a
conflict with a ballgame that
same night.
A Christmas party was
planned for December 4.
Members of a committee for the
party were named: Tina
McKinney, Jeannie Hutchens,
Cindy Knight, Richela Towery,
Lori Brandon, Becky Walls,
Mary Bonner, Dwayne Barrow,
Betsey Easley, Teressa Vance,
and Rodney Eaker.
The meeting was closed with
the reading of the Conservation
Pledge according to Rhonda
Young, reporter.
Mindy Bryan's Jeans and Jacket
are by Rumble Seat and the
Blouse is by Underground.
Country Shopping can be fun!
Drive Out To
By Abigail Van Buren
Gal Refuses to Have a
Tie That Binds
DEAR ABBY: I am very much in love with a 28-year-old
woman I'll call "Terry." I am 31.
Terry and I have been living together for eight months.
She claims to love me, but here's the problem: I want to
marry her, but she says, "I don't want marriage."
Abby, can that be? Doesn't every woman want marriage?
We started living together as an experiment. It has
worked out very well for both of us, so why shouldn't
marriage work out?
Terry says, "Marriage will OBLIGATE us to live
together. This way, we stay because together because we
choose to."
Maybe I'm old-fashioned, but I want the security of
knowing that we belong to each other legally.
Terry says a marriage certificate is just a piece of paper,
which doesn't mean anything because if the marriage
doesn't work out, it can be exchanged for another piece of
paper that will dissolve it.
How can I get her to marry me?
OLD-FASHIONED
DEAR OLD: You can't. And it's just as well, because
while you may love each other, your ideologies are worlds
apart.
DEAR ABBY: When our child started walking, we
bought a harness for him. We use it to protect him in large
crowds, unfamiliar surroundings and busy streets.
At first I felt hurt and even thought perhaps I was wrong
when strangers would say, "What do you think he is—a
dog?" Or, "That poor little thing. How can you do that to
him?"
Now I am just plain angry!
Would those critics rather that our child be lost, be run
over or fall down a flight of stairs? His harness has saved
him from all these things.
Our child is now 2, and we will dispose of his harness
soon, but until we do, I wish strangers would think twice
before they make such unkind remarks.
INDIGNANT MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Perhaps if they thought twice, they
wouldn't make any unkind remarks at all.
DEAR ABBY: I believe I read in your column that there
is ,something a person can take to keep from crying at a
wedding.
Please find out what it is and tell me. I am to be a mother
of the bride, and I just know I am going to cry all over the
place at my daughter's wedding, and I look terrible when I
cry. My eyes get red and my nose runs and I sob and shake
all over.
I even got emotional yesterday when I opened the closet
door and saw my daughter's wedding dress hanging there!
Please, please help me. (I cried so hard just writing this I
had to re-address the envelope.)
NEEDS HELP
DEAR NEEDS: Call your family doctor and ask him to
prescribe something for your nerves. There are many such
tranquilizers on the market.
DEAR ABBY: A few years ago you gave some excellent
advice to a woman who was in love with a married man. I
clipped it and kept it. It's still good and ought to be
repeated at least once a year. Here it is:
"Any woman who accepts the attentions of a married
man, no matter how lonely, misunderstood or henpecked he
claims to be, is cruel, inconsiderate, stupid and
shortsighted." FAITHFUL READER
Everyone has • problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
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DISCHARGES
Miss Reta Ann Nolin, 1604
Oakhill Drive, Murray, Mrs.
Lucy D. Cook, Route 3, Box
1108, Murray, Mrs. Robbie L.
Barnett, Route 6, Murray,
Bobby McCuiston, Route 5,
Murray, Miss Betty McGehee,
410 North 1st Street, Murray, 
Michael E. Watts, Medical
Center, Murray, Mrs. Lillian D.
Madglin, 220 South 12th Street,
Murray, Mrs. Ynema R.
Wright, Route 1, Murray, Kerry
W. Higgins, Route 5, Benton,
James E. Dodge, Apt. 3, Or-
chard Heights, Murray, Mrs.
Opal Smotherrnan, Route 7,
Murray, Miss Rachel] Lea
Simms, Route 1, Box 32C,
Henry, In., Mrs. Diane Scott,
508 East Wood SL, Paris, Tn.,
Thomas F. Farmer, 412 South gave me a
6th, Murray, Roger Johnson,
Route 5, Murray, Walter J.
Elkins, Route 4, Murray,
George W. Spears, 1116 Rutter,
Paducah, Mrs. Clarice G.
McDaniel, Route 3, Murray, H.
P. Adams, Route 7, Box 701,
Mayfield, Dal Adams, Route 8,
Box 78, Murray, Mrs. Mary Lou
Alexander, 903 Main Street,
Murray, Mrs. Maggie Hope
Boyd (expired), Route 4,
Murray.
Fitting fashion
Hairstyles should fit the
look of your apparel. This
season hairstyles are smaller
to accentuate the leaner look
and longer lines of clothes.
Most foods reach their peak
when cooked at low temper-
atures, meat, for instance,
will have less shrinkage and
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Now that winter is here you need to pay
particular attention to your pet's special
cold weather needs; specifically nutrition,
shelter, grooming, and health care.
Nutrition is a fundamental and very
important aspect of dog care all year but
more so in winter. During cold weather a
dog, especially an outdoor dog, may need
as much as a 50 per cent increase in his
total daily diet. Not only the amount of
food, but also the quality of the food should
be considered. Dogs, like people, need
vitamins and minerals, which are
necessary for normal functioning of body
processes; carbohydrates, as an energy
source; fats, which are needed for healthy
skin and hair and are the highest source of
concentrated energy; and proteins, which
are used for growth and repair.
All nececsAry vitamins, minerals and
carbohydrates may be found in the higher-
quality commercially-prepared dog foods.
But fats must generally be added to
commercial dog foods, due to the fact that
sufficient amounts reduce the shelf life of
the product. You may also wish to provide
extra protein. Eggs ( which are a complete
protein) are an excellent supplement. But
if fed often, eggs should be cooked. The
raw white contains a substance that
prevents the absorption of a B vitamin.
Also, milk and milk products are high
protein sources. However, caution should
be exercised here too, for milk may cause
diarrhea and cheese may cause con-
stipation. If still in doubt regarding a
balanced winter diet, your veterinarian's
advice along with an easy-to-understand
dog care book will assist you in learning
the basics of canine nutrition.
An often overlooked part of good
nutrition is a clean, fresh water supply.
Youg dog should have access to water at
all times. For outside dogs this is par-
ticularly important. You should check to
see that his water is not frozen. A dog can
go without food longer than he can without
water.
Timing should also be kept in mind when
feeding your pet. It is preferable to feed
your dog at regular intervals, twice a day.
You may use this timing to influence his
behavior.. .By feeding the heavier meal in
the evening he will tend to sleep through
the night. For watch dogs, it is best to feed
the heavy meal in the morning.
An important and obvious consideration
in winter care is housing. The outside dog
needs a house that is large enough for him
to lie down in comfortably but not so large
that his body heat is wasted. His house
should be raised a few inches above the
ground to avoid the chilly dampness, and
the floor should be cushioned with soft
rags, blankets or rugs that can easily be
removed for cleaning. The door of the
house should face south, away from winds.
An L-shaped entry is excellent for keeping
out cold winds. For the indoor dog, you
need provide a comfortable bed placed in a
quiet area away from drafts.
Another item of extra concern during
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A reported agreement in
negotiations to extend U. S.
military base rights in Spain has
aroused the ire of political op-
ponents of the Franco govern-
ment, already reeling from at-
tacks launched in the wake of
recent executions of five Spanish
terrorists. Anti-Franco
spokesmen say ,that a U. S.
military presence in Spain is no
longer needed.
The question of the Spanish
bases has been hotly debated in
the United States for many years.
There is no doubt that Spain has
exacted whatever the traffic
would bear for every extension of
the 1953 accord which first gave
the U. S. base rights on the
Iberian peninsula. The price tag
on the current five-year extension
is estimated to be $1.5 million.
As arguments for and against
the Spanish bases are aired in
Congress, as they surely will be,
Americans should be aware of the
deteriorating position of the U. S.
Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean.
It is perhaps not too much to say
that continued availability of
Spanish bases, particularly the
facilities at Rota, is essential to
the maintenance of the fleet as a
stabilizing influence in a
Mediterranean that is now "Mare
Nostrum" more for the Soviet
Union than for the United States.
Twenty-five years ago the U. S.
Navy enjoyed a string of support
bases in the Mediterranean. In ad-
dition, it had a mighty fleet of sup-
port ships that could, in necessity,
bridge the Atlantic to provide the •
fuel, the ammunition and the
provisions to support sustained
operations.
Today, the Navy has neither the
bases nor the bridge of ships. Its
grip has weakened, and its con-
tinued hold in this strategic part
of the world must be judged
tenuous at best.
-Charleston (S. C.) Evening Post
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Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
winter is grooming. You should groom
your dog thoroughly once a day. The best
time to do this is after a walk. This daily
brushing, with a firm-bristled brush or
blunt-toothed comb, is essential for a
healthy coat. Most dogs love it and in
addition to making your pet happy,
brushing stimulates the oil glands, cir-
culation, and removes dirt and other
debris. Brushing also provides you with
the opportunity to examine your dog for
skin diseases, parasites and injuries.
During freezing weather the pads of his
paws should be checked for snow or ice
since they may cause sores. If salt or other
chemicals are used to melt ice, wash the
paws with warm water to prevent burns.
In addition to the above, your dog's total
health must include vaccination and
examination by a veterinarian. This will
consist of a rabies vaccine, which is
required by law; nul a series of distem-
per, hepatitis and leptospirosis vaccines
followed by yearly boosters. Also you
should have your dog tested for heart-
worms, a potentially fatal parasite. Since
the disease is transmitted during the
summer ( mosquitoes are the carriers of
heart worm larvae ) and may not show up
in tests for six months, February is a good
time to have your pet checked.
While at first glance these suggestions
may appear time consuming and or ex-
pensive, they will not only save you both
time and money but will insure that you
will have a healthy, happy dog to enjoy.
Readers who have comments or
questions concerning animal care or the
activities of the Humane Society should
write Mrs. Jerrie Parkin, Route 4,
Murray. Individuals with problems con-
cerning dogs should call 753-3535. Those
with problems relating to all other animals
should call 753-2591. For information
concerning the Society, call 753-3994 or 753-
4307 i evenings). If you have old rags and
bedding which could be used at the dog
pound, please call 753-9846.
There are eight dogs and five puppies at
the Murray-Calloway County Dog Pound
this week.
Two eight-week old female collie-type
puppies.
One half-grown male labrador-type
PuPPY
One half-grown female huskie-type
PuPPY
One half-grown female black and tan
Puppy
One blond cocker spaniel, with collar
and tag.
One female Irish setter, with collar and
tag.
One white female shepherd-type dog.
One tan male mixed-breed, medium-
sized dog.
One white and tan male hound.
One mixed-breed female dog.
One female collie-type dog. _
One black mixed-breed female dog.
Pregnant. For more information, call 753-
9554.
Garrott's Galley
Mrs. Parker's Lye Soap Good
For Just About Everything
By M. C. Garrott
I hadn't seen a cake of old-fashioned,
homemade lye soap in years until Cathryn
brought one home the other day. Morn
used to make it in a big, black pot out in the
yard when dad would kill hogs.
The piece Cathryn had was made by
Mrs. Burman Parker, 109 Poplar. She
makes it periodically, along with her other
hobbies, to give to friends or sell at
bazaars all done up in colorful net bags
with ribbons.
+++++
In Mom's day, we didn't have all the
strong bleaches, washing powders and
sturdy scouring pads of today. She had to
make do with what she had or could make.
In the fall, Dad would always get four or
five small pigs, or shoats as he called
them, feed them until January or
February when he would butcher them on
a bitter cold day. That was our source of
pork for the year, and provided Mom with
the grease she needed to make herself a
big batch of lye soap.
She sould take the cracklings and meat
scraps from the hog killing and put them in
water in her big pot, under which Dad
would build a fire. When it all began to
boil, she would add the lye—"Merry War"
lye in cans with a skull and cross bones on
them. Then she would stir it with a
bleached-white broom handle until it got
real thick, the lye having eaten up all the
meat scraps. Then she would let it set
overnight and the next morning would take
a big knife and cut out her bars of soap.
+++++
Mom's lye soap was good for just about
everything—washing work clothes, ring
around the collar, shampooing, washing
dishes, pots and pans, clogged drains, and
even chiggers. Whenever she thought any
of us had been exposed to poison ivy or
poison oak, Mom always insisted that we
take a bath with lye soap. We seldom
would break out with the rash when we did.
+++++
Mrs. Parker, whose husband was police
chief in Murray for 19 years and who died
in July, 1974, uses a simplier way to make
her soap. She calls it the easy way," and
her soap -cold soap," because she doesn't
cook it in a pot. She makes it in a white
enamel pan on her stove, using a recipe
L33KING BACK
10 Years Ago
The Murray Kiwanis Club heard a
program by Dr. Clyde Faries at the
meeting held at the Southside Restaurant
Charles ( Mike) Broach will leave soon
for Travis Air Force Base, C,aliforma.
where he will embark for Vietnam for duty
with the Armed Forces.
In basketball the Calloway County High
School Lakers won over Mayfield and the
Murray High School Tigers won over
Illgtunan.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baer presented the
program at the meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club
James Neale, Hafton Garner, Delmar
Brewer, T. C. Hargrove, Lubie Veal, Red
Doherty, Garrett Beshear, Ronald Pace,
Richard Lassiter, and George Hodge has
high scores in bowling in the Kentucky
Lake League last week.
20 Years Ago
New officers of the Medical Staff of
Murray Hospital are Dr. Charles Clark,
president and chief of staff, Dr. John
Quartermous, vice-president, and Dr.
Hugh Houston, secretary-treasurer.
The Murray State Band, directed by
Prof. Fticdhard Farrell, will participate in
the governor's inaugural ceremonies in
Frankfort on December 13.
Roy Brandon died yesterday at 'the
Baptist Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
Sheriff Brigham Futrell is attending the
Kentucky Sheriffs' Association meeting in
Lexington.
Rev. Bruce Coyle, new pastor of
Memorial Baptist Church, and Mrs. Coyle
Will be honored at a social meeting at the
church on December 16.
Funny World
LAW
Parts police are getting a course in
courtesy. (Hands up, s'il vous
Sacramento —A short men's liberation
NU was introduced in the Assembly
Monday by a 5-foot-6-inch assemblyman
and :12 colleagues, all under 5-foot-8. The
bill would outlaw job discrimination based
on height. "One of the most horrible forms
of discrimination in the country is against
guys based on size. I've got most of the
shorties in the Legislature as coauthors."
said Ken MacDonald, He said his
bill would mostly benefit men, because
petite women generally don't face the
same job-hunting problems as short men.
( Sacramento Bee)
given her years ago by Mrs. Rome ( Rose)
Elkins.
From a notebook page, yellowed with
age and frayed from use, she read me the
recipe: "One can of lye; 1 quart and 1 cup
of water; 1,1 gallon of grease ( bacon
(hippings). Melt the grease and dissolve
the lye in hot water. Add grease to the
water and lye, pouring slowly in a small
stream and stirring. Stir mixture 30 or 40
minutes until as thick as honey. Then let
set overnight and cut into cakes of 2 inches
Square,'
Mrs. Parker, who grew up at Brandon's
Mill in the Blood River section of Calloway
County, has been making lye soap since
1923, at first cooking it—like Mom did—in
a big, wash kettle and using lye made by
pouring water over a hopper of wood
ashes. The drippings formed the red,
liquid lye.
When the concentrated "Merry War"
lye came on the market, this enabled folks
to make lye soap without having to cook it.
Some of the other strong soap brands of
those days and which you no longer see
around because of the miracle
detergents were "Ben Hur," "P & G,"
"Octagen." I've packed many a bag of
them all to a wagon, buggy or a car during
my boyhood days clerking in the Mayfield
Piggly Wiggly store.
+++++
In addition to her soap making, Mrs.
Parker also quilts, collects dolls and en-
joys the families of her two sons, Dr.
Castle Parker of Murray, and Dr. Bill
Parker of Paducah.
She was preparing a big Thanksgiving
dinner for all of them the afternoon I
talked with her about her soap, and took
the time to show me a beautiful "snake
quilt" she had quilted for a niece, Mrs.
Patty Hurt. The piecework, hundreds of
little colorful, patches, had been done 25
years ago by her sister and Mrs. Hurt's
mother, the late Mrs. Mary Susan Bonner,
who lived near Concord.
Although she does not own an
automobile, nor has she elicr learned to
drive, Mrs. Parker keeps busy. She says
that's the key to a happy life. "I cooked
over there for 24 years," she said, ex-
plaining her transportation situation and
pointing out a rear window of her home to
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital 150
yards away. "I didn't need a car. I just
walked to work."
+++++
It's always refreshing to visit with
people like Mrs. Parker—so full life, so
busy and so intent on doing a little
something for someone else. The pieces of
lye soap which she gives to her friends, I'm
sure, are not only useful but also rekindle
for them many memories—just as the one




United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: DISSERVICE TO AMERICA
Sen. Frank Church anti- the other
members of the Senate Intelligence
Committee have done grave damage to the
interests of the United States. Their
sanctimonious and slanted investigation of
U. S. intelligence agencies and activities
has endangered the security of this
country.
The irresponsible airing of America's
secret intelligence operations brings to
mind the statement of President John
Adams that democracy "wastes,
exhausts, and murders itself." He wanted
citizens in the early years of the Republic
that "There never was a democracy yet
that did not commit suicide."
The °lurch Committee has attempted to
make the Central Intelligence Agency
appear hateful and absurd. Some of the
things done by the CIA may have been
wrong and unwise. But the task of the CIA
is riot that of a typical government agency.
It has a responsibility, under law, to
provide the President with vital in-
telligence and to undertake security
operations essential for the survival of the
United States. It cannot be run in the
manner of the Boy Scouts.
Prof. Raymond Carol of St. John's
University recently warned, however, that
despite the national necessity for in-
telligence, "hard-core antinationalist
ideologues in our midst have zeroed in on
the CIA" to destroy public confidence and
now, not content with particularized at-
tacks on institutions and personnel, have
begun to close in on the very idea of in-
telligence itself."
The CIA was created because the United
States faces a ruthless, totalitarian ad-
versary operating on a global basis—the
Soviet Union. The armed ideology of
communism is a threat to the freedoms
and lives of Americans. Unless the U. S. is
prepared to the freedoms and lives of
Americans. Unless the U. S. is prepared to
counter communist subversive warfare,
the structures of the free world will
collapse. Nations friendly to the U. S. will
be attacked from within and without.
Yet in the face of this grim reality, the
Frank Church types would have America
dismantle its security systems. Already,
ttrough the tenireattgat1Oil conducted by the
Church Committee those systems have
been imperiled. Indeed the American
people are in greater peril today because
of Sen. Church's publicity-seeking in-
vestigation.
Americans should bear in mind,
moreover, that the Church Committee
probe was biased from the start. All the
emphasis was on CIA operations in Chile




misdemeanors. No significant attention
was paid to the threat represented by the
pro-communist Allende regime in Chile.
Allende had invited Castroite forces into.
Chile. The Soviets were preparing to'.
establish an important political and'
military base in South America. Under;
thew circumstances, the U. S. was right to4
employ a variety of means to help the!
Chileans escape communist rule. :
It is interesting that the Church Com-
mittee has paid no attention to com-
munism's huge success in creating a
power base in Portugal, or in infiltrating
the strategic, former Portuguese African .7.:
territories of Mozambique and Angola.
Today, Mozambique is a self-declared
Maoist "people's republic." Soviet ad-
visers, backed by Castro's guerrillas, are
openly involved in Angola. Soviet
weapons, including tanks, are pouring into
Angola. But Sen. Church and the other .
members of the Senate Intelligence;
Committee have no interest in that i
situation. If the CIA were not fighting for ;
its life, it would be able to devote full at-
tention to preventing a Soviet victory in
southernAfrica.
Perhaps the worst failure on the part of
the church Committee was its failure
consider the realities of subversion
the United States. The Church Corn
mittee's assault on the CIA has shif
attention from the activities of the KGB,
the Soviet Union's espionage and terro
organization. Certainly, the KGB is not
.
inactive in the United States. The real need',,
is to probe current KGB efforts to
fluence American thought and policy.
Americans always have regarded
themselves as realists. It is important that,.
they bring their realistic judgment to bearl
on the Church Committee and take note of
the disservice the Committee has done to
national security. 
Bible Thought
For by thy grace are ye savett
through faith; . . . it is the gift
God; Ephesians 2:8.
It is the desire of the Father that:
the children should have every:
good and perfect thing in this life
and in the next; therefore He has'.
richly shared His love that we
might learn also to give freely of
ourselves.
Drug Abuse Prevention Week
The President of the United
States has designated the
third week in October as Na-
tional Drug Abuse Presenuon
Week, as he has for the past
5 years. This year October
19-25 will be set aside to en-
courage all of us to reaffirm
our commitment to reducing
the social costs and human
tragedy of drug abuse
Our struggle to free our-
a health column from the
Alcohol. Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health.-Education, and Welfare 
selves from the vices of ad-
diction has led to some im-
portant progress The supply
of illicit drugs is being re-
duced at home and abroad
The demand for drugs is being
reduced through community
treatment and rehabilitation
programs. Now is the time to
focus special attention on the
prevention of drug abuse.
Building self-esteem is an
important first step With it,
we are strong and free. With-
out it, we are weak and de-
pendent Successful preven-
tion programs must build self-
esteem and address the broad
development needs of child-
ren and young people
These efforts cannot func-
tion lit bwolJtion from drug
abuse treatment nod law -en-
forcement efforts There must
be a coordinated ‘ommunity
response. This week. espec-
ially, let us reaffirm this
principle and our commit-
ment to drug abuse preven-
tion.
For information about drug
abuse prevention. w•ite to the
National Clearinghouse for
Drug Abuse Information.




By F.J.L Blassmgame, M.D
Motor vehicle accident deaths
and injuries continue to be a ma-
Or problem, but the National
Safety Council in recent report
estimated that the nurnber of
casualties for 1975 compares fa-
vorably to 1974 and may be in-
dicative of the beginning of a fa-
vorable trend for the future.
In 1974, motor vehicle acci-
dents accounted for 46,000
deaths in the United States, com -
pared to 55,1000 deaths in 1973.
For the first six months of 1975,
the total is 21260. That is 3 per
cent more than in the first half of
1974 (when there were 10.610
deaths), but 10 per cent fewer
than the same period of 1971
Calculated another way, the
1974 motor vehicle accident
death rate per 100 million miles
of travel In the United States was
3.81. That oentpares with a 1973
rate oft** NO million miles
traveled (when there were 27
million fele& drivers and 7
million fewer vehicles).
Preliminary vehicle mileage re-
ports for 1975 indicate the rate
for this year could be 3.6 per 100
million miles, resulting in "no
change for 1975."
The Council attributes this
decline to reduced speed limits.
more extensive use of seat belts
and other passenger restraints.
fewer persons in each car, and
improved road design.
Variation in the weight of
vehicles is significant Deaths
and injuries are higher in the
lighter vehicles when they col-
lide with heavier ones. This fac-
tor will probably be reduced as
many of the older, heavier cars
are replaced in the future by
light ones.
In order to keep the nation's
tiliffic death rate down, cote&
tive step must be taken to
reduce the damage resulting
from those driving under the in-
fluence of alcohol and other
drugs or speeding and tailgat-
ing.
Q. Mrs LR_ has lost two pre-
vious pregnancies because of
premature labor and asks
whether she should take an
alcoholic drink with this preg-
nancy if she again has any signs
of early labor
A. Alcokicil has been used to
quiet premature labor, but
alcohol passes through the pla-
centa and is regarded as toxic
for infants, especially those who
are premature Alcohol should
be used sparingly during preg-
nancy and only under the direc-
tion of a physician to assist in at-
tempting to control premature
labor.
Q. Mr AT states that he has
•
BLASINGAME
read about depressions. heard
about more of his friends having
the disease and wonders if it is
on the increase.
A Depreisions are common
and probably always have been
They appear to be a part of
-human nature- and have been
recorded for years in history and
literature About an average 1.5
million United States citizens
have depressions at the same
time, and some authorities esti-
mate that up to a total of 15
million may really
simultaneously exist, many
going undiagnosed and untre-
ated. With greater insight and
more publicity regarding health
matters, we are probably wit-
nessing more discussion and
writing about depressions and
having more of Mem &VW
because of our population in-
crease.
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NOW A RACER-Senior liembedier Tory Boone of Money Nigh inked a scholarship 
Wednesday night to
Murray State. From left to right ore Merrily High Coach John Nina, braes Boone, 
Tony Boone, Shirley
Boone and Tiger assistant coach Jimmy Harrell.
(WI Pliers by Mike liww41440




made a wreck out of Georgia
Tech:And it might just be the
beginning.
• .1 think they're a better ball
club than they were last year"
when they finished fifth in the
final Associated Press poll with
a 24-5 record, said Tech Coach
Dwane Morrison.
With John Lucas sporting his
lucky charm, the talent Terps
rambled past Georgia Tech 93-
65, running Maryland's record
to 5-0.
Lucas is wearing a South-
western Indian "hishi" choker
made of turquoise chunks and
abalone shell. The senior guard
said the necklace was a gift
given him last season while in
New Mexico for National Colle-
giate Athletic Association tour-
nament play.
Neither Lucas or the Terps
needed luck to crush Georgia
Tech, now 1-2. Tech played the
Terps almost even with a slow,
deliberate game until the last
minutes of the first half. But
Maryland came back in the
secgnd half with a tightened de-
fense and amazkitglettiteurate
outiide shooting.
Maryland has averaged 108
points in its five games while
holding its opponents to an av-
erage of 69. The Terps are
shooting at a 61.7 per cent
pace. Seven players are aver-
aging in double figures and
three are shooting at 73 per
cent or better.
Forward Steve Sheppard and
center Larry Gibson scored 17
points each and dominated the
backboards. Lucas had 16.
Tenth-ranked Arizona was the
only other member of the Top
Ten to see action and the Wild-
cats bowed to 16th-ranked Ne-
vada-Las Vegas 98-94. Eddie
Owens led the Rebels, now 5-0,
with 25 points. Len Gordy's 22
points topped Arizona, 4-2.
In other games involving Top
Twenty schools, 14th-ranked
Kentucky defeated Miami of
Ohio 91-69 and 18th-ranked
Michigan stopped previously
undefeated South Carolina 91-
82.
Jack Givens and Rick Robey
combined for 61 points to lead
the Kentucky Wildcats. Never
trailing in the game, Kentucky
rolled out to a 50-31 halftime
advantage and later increased
their margin to 22 points with
15:37 left in the game.
U-114ciot-4 sophomore,
finished with 31 points while

















Michigan ran its record to 2-1
behind guard Rickey Green's 27
points. The Wolverines raced
out to a 17-4 lead in the first six
minutes before the Gamecocks
battled back behind the shoot-
ing of Alex English to cut the
lead to 62-60 midway through
the second half.
But Michigan then scored 11
straight points in a three-min-
ute spurt and hung on for the
victory. English finished with
30 points for the Gamecocks.,
In one of Wednesday's closest
games, Norm Nixon made both
ends of a one-and-one after a
disputed last-second foul call to
give Duquesne a 60-58 victory
over Richmond. Jeff Butler was
whistled for fouling Nixon as he
was preparing to shoot from
the corner. Richmond protested
that time had already expired,
but to no avail.
In other games Wednesday,
West Virginia defeated Temple
78-71, San Diego State nipped
Purdue 81-79, Kansas State
rolled over Northern Illinois 86-
59, St. Louis downed Indiana
State 62-58, and Oral Roberts
edged Tulsa 70-69.
FOOTBALL
KINGSTON, R.I. - Jack
Gregory, whose University of
Rhode Island Rams went 2-8







Pen and Pencil Set
Tape Cassettes
Electric Razor
We'll seal any money or small gift you bring us in this brightly
labeled Christmas Can-0 -Cash. It is then ready for giving. . as it
even includes a "to and from" area on the label. Can-0 -Cash reveals
its contents only after it is opened with a can opener .
Can-0 -Cash is not only fun, it's practical, too. The opened can
then converts into a year 'round savings bank with its own slotted
lid
You supply the gift, end we'll provide the con 
end seal it
No gift "can" top.this. a
Tony Boone Signs Scholarship
For Football At Murray State
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Nobody really thought
Murray High had a chance.
The Tigers were 5-2 going into
the football game against
Hopkinsville and to make
matters worse, it was the
Hopkinsville Homecoming and
the Tigers were without a
couple of key players.
But Tony Boone didn't feel
that way. That night, he played
perhaps the greatest defensive
game a Murray High player has
ever had as he went on to set a
school record with 23 unassisted
tackles. The Tigers trounced
Hoptown and the rest is a piece
of history that sits in the trophy
case at Murray High.
At 6:45 p.m. Wednesday
night, Boone made a lot of
people happy as he signed a
scholarship to attend Murray
State University,
Perhaps one of the most
emotional players to ever wear
the Black and Gold, the 6-0, 195-
pound linebacker becomes the
first announced recruit of the
Racers.
He turned down other offers
from such schooLs as Western
Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky,
Vanderbilt, Kentucky, Florida
State, Memphis State and
Tennessee before choosing
Murray State.
"I've always wanted to play
for Murray State," Boone said.
College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Syracuse 96, S7. Bonaven,ure
8.4
Navy 92, Lycorning 62
Fairfield 67, Army 63
Fairteigh Dickinson 57, Mor
gan 45
Colgate 70, Lehigh 67, OT
Johns Hopkins 70, Ursinus 67
Fordham 70, Harvard 68
New Hampshire ' 76,
Springfield 69
Duquesne 60, Richmond 58
SOUTH
Maryland 93, Ga. Tech 65
Kervucky 91, Miami,- Ohio, 69
Delaware 67, American U. 66
Duke 93, E Caro. 74
W. viroi,nia 78, Temple 71
The Ciiadel 75, Sept. Col. 70
Grambling 77, Tougaloo 72
Memphis Si. 76, Fla. Tech 57
Tenn S' , ' 15 Knoxville 6
7
'MIDWEST
5-.Louis 62, Indiana S 58
San Diego S'. 81, Purdue 79
Michigan 91, S Caro. 82
Nebraska 68, S' Mary's. Ca -
lit. 57
Okla Ci'y U. 87, Tex. Arling-
on 72
Oral Rober7s 70, Tulsa 69
Karsas S. 86, N
Wes' Mich. 91 Nor.h. Iowa
61
Illinois $• 81, Builer 75
W.Mich. 91, N Iowa el
SOUTHWEST
, Tex. Souih. Ill Paul Quinn 64
FAR WEST
Nev Las Vegas 98, Arizona
94
Washington 83, S. F S 68






Crawford Shell 36 16
Smith Poultry 33 19
Complete Auto Repair 31 21
Steely & Clark C,on. 29 23
McCuiston Auto Electric V 25
D. & D. Body Shop X 26
Astro Car Wash 25 27
Roberts Realty 25 77
Burger Queen 24 za
Murray Fed. Savings &Lomas 31 29
Shoemaker Seed Co 12 30
Corvette Lanes 15 V
High Team Game (SC)
Corvette Lanes  565
Crawford Shell  574
McCuistno Auto Electric  574
Steely* Clark Con  556
High Team Game IBC)
Corvette lanes 817
hkCiuston Auto Electric 790
Crawford Shell 773
High Team Sass .1,8C1
Steely & Clark Con 
Astro Car Wash 
D & D Body Shop 
High Team Series HC)
Steely & (lark Con
Burger Queen  
MrCiuston Electric 










High Ind. Game MC>
Mane Gipson  '
Jeanette Williams. 
Jeanette Williams. 
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Mary Smith . 588






















-1 know a lot of the players
and the coaches."
The coaches have known
Boone for a long time. Boone
started at linebacker for three
seasons. This year, the Tigers
fell to 5-5 after the State
Championship but Boone
continued his outstanding play.
On Halloween night against
Olson Central, Boone made
mince-meat pie out of the op-
posing players as he had 21
unassisted tackles and 11
assists.
-Emotion is all football is,"
Boone said.
"If you don't get involved, you
have no business being out there
in the first place. If you can
stand to lose, you will lose."
Boone said he would like to
play as a linebacker for the
Racers but added he "would be
happy to play anywhere."
"He was very instrumental in
, Leads Tourney
NAHA, Japan (API - little-
known Fuji() Kobayashi of Ja-
pan fired a one-under-par. 71
and took the first-round lead in
the $83,333 Qkinawa Ocean Ex-
position Cup Golf Tournament
today.
.-A -Ttetttof CE-Mytierreentre-
on the 7,015-yard, par-72, Oki-
nawa Kokusai Country Club
course in strong winds and
drizzle
their state title," Murray State
Coach Bill Furgerson said.
"It was very evident his
junior year when Murray High
held teams to low scores and
sometimes even no scores. This
year, the team was down but it's
really difficult to repeat as state
champs because there are so
many good teams.
"But even in a .500 season, he
was one of the first people you
noticed on the field. He cer-
tainly has the ability to attack
the ball carrier. He has the
quickness and we feel he'll fit
right into our defensive scheme
at Murray State," Furgerson
added.
Besides Boone's family, also
on hand at the signing were
Tiger Coach John Hina and
assistant coach Jimmy Harrell,
the defensive coach for Murray
High.




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The Sporting News has just hit the news stands with its
college basketball edition.
There are stories on the outstanding players in the nation,
outstanding teams, and predictions on outcomes of con-
ference races. Even Division II basketball was given an en-
tire page of coverage.
One conference was completely omitted. And that's
nothing new for the troubled Ohio Valley Conference.
Surely the people at the Sporting News have heard of
Murray State and Austin Peay. Surely they have heard of
Western and surely they've heard of Sanunie Drummer. Or
have they?
The responsibility of giving the Ohio Valley Conference
coverage doesn't fall entirely on the newspapers.
Newspapers report scores. Much of the actual publicity job
falls on the commissioner of the conference and that's where
Paul Dietzel comes in, or should we say out?
Dietzel has a big name. It has seven letters in it.
What Paul Dietzel has done in the past with his successful
football coaching career means absolutely nothing when it
comes to his job as commissioner, which he will be resigning
from in June to accept the post as athletic director at the
University of Indiana.
We think Dietzel should resign immediately and leave the
OVC. He could sit in a box seat and watch top-ranked Indiana
play basketball and wouldn't be doing any less for the OVC
than he is doing now.
Big names are most often big failures. We've seen it so
many times with some of the bureaucrats in Washington.
Currently, the OVC sends out a few basketball statistics.
Dietzel has also sent out a nice new conference directory
which among other obvious errors, has Indiana and SIU
playing at Murray this year. Actually, Murray will host In-
diana State and SIU-Edwardsville, both far crys from the
ones listed on the schedule sent out by Dietzel's office.
Just how tough is it to obtain a correct schedule from eight
schools?
Never once has this newspaper ( or any other that we know)
received feature stories on any athletes in the OVC. The only
thing the commissioner's office does is send out statistics
that nobody really is interested in and collect an unbelievable
salary for doing that.
The conference doesn't necessarily need a big person to
give it leadership. The conference needs someone who is
willing to sit down and work and to put out some real
publicity. And in order to do that, Dietzel must leave the
position and let the new commissioner organize his office
with this objective in mind.
young man from Murray High
play the caliber of football that
Murray State would be in-
terested in. He is a coachable
young man and we are real
proud of him not only in-
dividually but also for what it
means to us as a high school.
"I'm really glad to see him
pick Murray State because all
of our local fans will be able to
see him continue his career.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Murray
High School will meet Christian
County High School on Friday,
in a special Hi-Pro
Doubleheader in spacious
Freedom Hall ( capacity:
16,613).
Tipoff for the high school
game is scheduled for 6:15 p. m.
E. S. T. The Colonels, Cham-
pions of the American
Basketball Association, will
take on the San Antonio Spurs in
the second game at 8:05 p. m.
EST.
A total of 10 Hi-Pro
Doubleheaders will be played at
Freedom Hall this season.
Tickets for this particular
game will be purchased at the
participating high schools.
-The Hi-Pro Doubleheaders
have been a great success in the
past," said General Manager
David Vance. "It means the
students and boosters can see
their own game as well as a
Foreman To Fight
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
Former heavyweight champion
George Foreman will fjght an
exhibition 10-rounder here Dec.
17 on the same boxing card
with the featured Tyrone Ever-
ett-Ray Lunny junior light-
weight bout, promoters an-
nounced Wednesday.
Foreman will meet Eddie
Brooks of Wisconsin. They will
wear regulation gloves and no
headgear in their bout at the
San Francisco Civic Center.
The unbeaten Everett and once-
beaten Lunny are two of Amer-
ica's top-ranking junior light-
weights.
Give Her A Gift Of
Health & Beauty
Tony Boone is one of the best
football players we have ever
had at Morray High and he's
one of the best I've ever seen,"
Hina added.
The hundreds and hundreds of
football fans who watched
Murray High in the 14-0 win
over Beechwood in the Class A
finals on that cool day in
November of 1974 would cer-
tainly agree.
professional basketball game at
no additional cost."
The Colonels are led by such
stars as 7-2 Artis Gilmore, Louie
Dampier, Ron Thomas, Bird
Averitt, Travis "the Machine"
Grant, and rookie standouts,
Allen Murphy and Jimmy Dan
Conner.
Gilmore was voted "Most
Valuable Player" of last
spring's championship series
against Indiana, and has been
an ABA All-Star in each of his
four years in the league.
Dampier, of course, is the
ABA's all-time scoring and
assist leader, and is a veteran of
eight professional seasons - all
with the Kentucky Colonels.
Averitt, a native of Hopkin-
sville, Ky., led the nation in
scoring as a junior ( 1972-73) at
California's Pepperdine














OFF Reg. $54 Now $44
through December 17th
United Figure Salon
Call 753-6881 for information




30% Off on all prices
The Jewelry in this sale represents the Navajo, Zuni, Opi and Santa
Domingo tribes of the Southwest
ALL JEWELRY FROM THESE RESERVATIONS
All GUARANTTEED STERLING AND HAND MADE
This selection consists of
*NECKLACES *BRACELETS *INLAY
*NAVAJO NUGGETS •100s OF RINGS *SOME OLD FAWN
*MANY SIGNED PIECES
A sale of this type has never been seen before in this area
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY DECEMBER 11th and 12th
HOLIDAY INN MURRAY, KENTUCKY












































































LEANING LOW—La, Stevens of Missouri Southern shows host bow to boodle the bell against pressure as he Isms low to the greyed end
keeps Hoe hall away from Murray Stete's Paul Smith. ilko Rimers lost the coldest 78-73.
(Staff mese by Mike kirks)
Veeck Back In Baseball
After Buying White Sox
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. (AP) —
Bill Veeck is back in major
league baseball, but not exactly
the way he planned.
A Veeck group of some 40
people was approved Wednes-
day as the new owner of the
American League's Chicago
White Sox. But the 61-year-old
Veeck wound up with little or
no capital interest in the team.
Veeck disclosed that he had
to sell much of the interest he
would have received for putting
the purchase package together,
in order to raise the additional
$1.2 million required for league
approval.
The colorful Veeck actually
winds up as president of the
White Sox at a reported $65,000
a year salary. The majority
stock (80 per cent) purchased
from John Allyn for $9.75 mil-
lion is owned by investors, in-
cluding former home run king
Hank Greenberg and Bill DeW-
itt, one-time owner of the old
St. Louis Browns and the Cin-
cinnati Reds. Allyn retains a 20
per cent interest.
The league approval of the
Veeck group at the four-day-old
winter baseball meetings didn't
come easy. It took two ballots
by the owners before
the necessary three quarters
vote was obtained. The final
tally was 10-2. Nine votes are
needed to effect an American
League club sale.
On the first ballot, the count
reportedly was 8-3, with one ab-
stention. A debate ensued as
some owners insisted on a sec-
ond ballot. This move was chal-
lenged, but prevailed on the
plea that every club should
vote yes or no. Lee MacPhail,
president of the American
League, refused to confirm the
vote counts.
MacPhail, however, did con-
firm that the holdup arose be-
Need any of these services.
Air Freight Flight Training
Air Cargo Air Ambulance





cause Veeck didn't conform to
the league's stipulations after
the owners turned down the
group Dec. 3, demanding the
extra $1.2 million in working
capital.
One owner, who would not be
identified; said, "He ( Veeck)
would have won immediate ap-
proval if he had complied with
our instructions. The whole
thing would have been over in
15 minutes."
It was explained that Veeck
was supposed to come back
with $6 million deposited in the
bank. Instead he had $3,456,730
on deposit in Continental Bank
of Chicago, and submitted $2,-
630,000 in signed subscription
pledges.
There were varying legal in-
terpretations to these subscrip-
tions.
"They don't mean a thing,"
said one owner. "A guy who
signed one of those things can
change his mind and back out."
Veeck's lawyers explained
that there was no question that
the Veeck group had met
league conditions.
Attorney David Cohen said,
"The league requested that we
raise $6 million and that we
did."
Veeck owned the White Sox
from 1959 through 1961, when
health forced him to get out of
baseball.
While the American League
solved one of its headaches, the
National League met down the
hall deliberating what to do
with the failing San Francisco
Giants.
National League President
Charles Feeney said his owners
hope to have something definite
on the Giants' situation today.
Feeney refused to elaborate,
but Los Angeles Dodgers' own-
er Walter O'Malley, a power in
NL circles, indicated that the
Giants would not be moved out
of the Bay Area.
"I doubt that very much,"
said O'Malley. "Somebody
would have to face the liabil-
ity."
O'Malley referred to planned
legal action by the City of San
Francisco, which has the Gi-
ants under lease for 19 more
years at Candlestick Park.
O'Malley was asked about the
prospects of the Giants being
sold to a group headed by Ron
Lurie, or American Funding
Co., Inc., a Beverly Hills, Ca-
lif., mortgage banking corn-
PanY•
"I don't think so," O'Malley
replied. "I don't think there
will be an overnight sale."
Toronto interests also were
on hand to support their $12.5
million for the Canadian city.
The approval of the Veeck
group left hanging a multi-mil-
lion dollar antitrust action
scheduled for next month by
the State of Washington against
the American League for pull-
ing a franchise out of Seattle
after one season 1969) and
moving it to Milwaukee.
"It always has been sched-
uled for Jan. 12, and still is
scheduled for Jan. 12, and the
case will go to trial unless
there is baseball in Seattle,"
said Slade Gorton, attorney
general for the state who was
attending the meeting.
"We have talked to them
( American League ) at length.
about both ( the suit and getting
a team)," Gorton said. "We
are hoping that the major
leagues between them can find
a solution."
MacPhail said the league In-
tended to continue talks with
the Seattle people. It also was
rumored that the Minnesota
Twins might be interested in a
switch to the city in the Pacific
Northwest.
The franchise discussions
didn't stop the ballclubs from
continuing their trade action —
which reached seven deals in-
volving 2/ players.
The Chicago White Sox and
Philadelphia Phillies made the
most significant deal of the
meetings. The Sox sent 20-game
winner Jim Kaat, an American
League All-Star, to the Phils
for three young players, pitch-
ers Dick Ruthven and Roy
Thomas, and infielder-
outfielder Alan Bannister, all
No. 1 draft choices.
Earlier, the Texas Rangers
acquired pitcher Bill Singer
from the California Angels for
first baseman Jim Spencer and
a reported $100,000. There were
a number of baler-trades orr the
back burner as the sessions
neared conclusion and the Fri-





Lodger & Times Sports Editor
The Hanging of the Green was
supposed to take place Monday
One hanging of the green was
the annual decoration of the
giant Christmas tree at Ordway
Hall. The other Hanging of the
Green was supposed to be done
by Murray State's basketball
team. The Racers were sup-
posed to hang Missouri
Southern, a team clad in dark
green uniforms.
Among the songs sung at the
Hanging of the Green in Ordway
Hall were "Away in a Manger"
and "Lullaby on Christmas
Eve." At the basketball game,
the only song sung was "The
world is Blue" after the Racers
wound up getting hung them-
selves by a tough Missouri
Southern team 78-73.
Only 3,000 turned out for the
game, which obviously many of
the fans in attendance thought
the Racers should have won.
However, many fans in at-
'
4
tenciance sometimes fail to
realize that besides the folks
like Kansas, Oral Roberts,
Louisville and Memphis State,
there are some other tough
teams on the Murray State
schedule.
Last year, Murray had to
struggle to the wire to defeat
Missouri Southern 80-75. Every
starter off that Missouri
Southern team of a year ago
returned this season.
Murray shouldn't have won
the game. That's all there is to
it. The Lions had a front line of
6-9, 6-8 and 6-7 and had much
more experience than the young
Racers.
In addition, Missouri
Southern hit 34 of 60 field goals
in the game for .566 from the
floor. And when a team with
that much height and that many
people coming back beats you,
it really isn't an upset.
Murray played well enough to
win. The Racers hit 35 of 69 for
.507 and had 15 turnovers in the
NON-CONTACT SPORT? — A mass of bodies and a flying Air/ tail
fight it est f,ra rebound. With tit* bell for Murray is Jesse Williams
who is trying to got entangled from Earner Mays (33) while Vic Jor•
don (15) retches.
Nelson Helps Celtics
In Victory Over Bucks
By BOB GREENE .
AP Sports Writer
The Boston Celtics' version of
the "Over the Hill" Odnit"
showed the youngsters from
Milwaukee a thing or two about
playing basketball.
Don Nelson, a 13-year Nation-
al Basketball Association veter-
an, broke out of a prolonged
slump by scoring 10 points in a
blistering fourth period which
boosted Boston to a 111-98 victo-
ry over the Milwaukee Bucks
Wednesday night.
"I'm happy for Nellie," Bos-
ton Coach Tommy Heinsohn
said. "That was the best game
we've had from him in a long
time. He missed his first shot
and bounced back. It's not
easy."
The 35-year-old Nelson, who
finished with 14 points, brushed
off his performance.
Celtics 111, Bucks 98
The Celtics rushed out to a
56-47 halftime lead, but Mil-
waukee closed to within two
points, 81-79, early in the fourth
period. Then Glenn McDonald
and Kevin Stacom got Boston's
famed fast break racing and
the Celtics were off to their
third straight victory and
eighth in the last 10 games.
Dave Cowens and Charlie
Scott topped Boston scorers
with 19 points each, while Bob
Dancirlge and Brian Winters
apaced ilimukee with 20 pointspi ce
Suns 105, Rockets 91
Phoenix outscored Houston
23-6 in the final six minutes to
jump from an 85-82 deficit to an
easy victory over the Rockets.
Paul Westphal led the Suns'
surge, finishing with 32 points,
while rookie Alvin Adams
added 23. Calvin Murphy paced
Houston with 19.
Kings 100, Hawks 94
Scott Wedman's 26 points and
12 rebounds helped the Kansas
City Kings snap a three-game
losing streak by downing At-
lanta. Wedman scored 16 of his
points and grabbed eight
rebounds in the second half.
John Drew topped the Hawks
with 24 points and 11 rebounds.
Sonics 99, Bulls 79
Fred Brown scored 17 points
to help lead Seattle over Chi-
cago and break a three-game
SuperSonics losing streak. It
was Chicago's third straight
loss and their 14th defeat in 16
games. Bob Love topped the
Bulls with 7/ points, who lost
veteran guard Norm Van Lier
just before halftime when he
was ejected after being as-
sessed two technical fouls,
game, five less than Missouri
Southern. The Racers again
played a solid defense but the
height advantage of Missouri
Southern combined with the
experience was the difference
in the game.
Murray led twice in the game.
The first time was when senior
forward Jesse Williams hit the
opening basket of the contest.
The game was tied at four, six
and eight before Missouri
Southern took the upper hand.
Late in the first half, the Lions
were roaring along with a 30-20
bulge before the Racers went on
a 12-4 scoring spree and trailed
only 34-32 at intermission.
Down 44-40 early in the second
half, the Racers pulled within
two when Grover Woolard hit a
short jumper. Then Woolard hit
a 20-footer and Vic Jordan
scored on a layup and with 15:12
left in the contest, Murray led
46-44.
Missouri Southern scored two
consecutive baskets before
Earner Mays hit a 20-footer to
tie it again at 48 apiece. That
was the last time the game was
tied.
Murray got to within one point
at 63-62 with 7:11 left in the
game when Zach Blasingarne
scored from inside. But over the
next three minutes, Missouri
Southern outpointed the Racers
13-2 and that settled the issue.
Missouri Southern is now 8-2 on
the year.
Lee Stevens, a 6-1 guard, had
27 points to pace the Lions while
6-7 Rudolph Harvey had 18, 6-9
Ed Benton 13, and 64 Maurice
Dixon 12.
For Murray, Jesse Williams
had 24 points while Blasingame
had one of his better games as
he tossed in 15 and a hustling
and scrapping Jeff Hughes
added 12.
Earner Mays, who started the
game, played very well in the
contest as he showed extremely
good mobility, had four of six
from the field and hauled in
seven rebounds.
Tommy Wade, who had been
injured, started for the first
time since the Kansas game and
though he did not score, ran the
Racer offense very well from
the point.
The Racers, now 2-4 on the
season, will have their work cut
out for them again Saturday
when they host Southern
Illinois-Edwardsville at 7:30 p.
in. in the Fieldhouse. The
preliminary game at 5:15 p. m.







































Get acquainted with our
new collection of color
and scenic backgrounds.
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ST. LOUIS (AP) — For each
step the Spirits of St. Louis are
advancing, they're taking two
to the rear.
At least that's the way it
seemed to the coach of the
American Basketball Associ-
ation club following a 146-137
defeat at the hands of the Den-
ver Nuggets Wednesday night.
In the only other ABA game
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Subscribers who hove not
received their home-
delivered cepy of The
/dorm Ledger & Times by
5;10 p.m. ere urged to call
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
end 6 p.m. to naffs de/ivory
of the oewspeper. Cells must
be pieced before 6 p.m.
Sears
diana stopped San Antonio 122.-
104.
"If you don't play defense,
you aren't going to win," lam-
ented Rod Thorn in the wake of
the defeat, the Spirits' fourth in
a row.
"You aren't going to beat any
good tlubs without it," Thorn
added, "and that's all that are
left in the league right now."
The Nuggets, bolstered by
Dan Issel's 41 points, also re-
ceived a dozen assists from
rookie', David Thompson in a
record romp through the inept
St. Louis defense.
Thompson added 25 points to
the assault and guards Chuck
Williams and Ralph Simpson 24
and 20, respectively, during an
onslaught establishing a one-
game high against the Spirits
in their two-season history.
A bundle of other marks also
included St. Louis' top produc-
tion for one game, but Thorn
was hardly consoled
"Even when we were 50-50 in
the opening half we weren't
playing good defense," he de-
plored. ''Then we threw the
ball away about four or five
times and the game was blown
out from under us."
Denver, after taking advan-
tage of Spirits miseries to lead
by 67-60 at halftime, outscored
its foe 28-6 in the next six min-
utes to assume a 95-66 bulge. A
20-4 counter-rally by St. Louis
trimmed the advantage to 99-
86, but the closest the Spirits
came later was 105-94 until
Freddie Lewis gunned in a
three-pointer at the final buz-
zer.
Lewis scored 29 for St. Louis
with newcomer Ron Boone and
Maurice Lucas adding 21 each.
Pacers 122, Spurs 104
Darnell Hillman popped in 12
points in the fourth period to
hold off a strong San Antonio
rally and give Indiana its victo-
ry over the Spurs.
Billy Knight and Dave Rob-
iseh paced the Pacers with 24
points apiece, while Hillman
finished with 21.
With Indiana leading by 21
points, San Antonio's James
Silas scored 15 of his game-high
33 points in a fourth-period
surge. However Hillman, a 6-
foot-9 forward, then hit three
straight baskets and the Pacers
increased their lead to 17 points
and coasted to victory.
crPORTS 
k3URRAY LEDGER & TIMES
CHASE TAG—Although there wasn't a foul celled, Jeff Hughes of the Racers is showing a little 
"erne"
defense as he gives Lee Stevens of Missouri Southern a little boost. Stevens also 
give, little boost to
Missouri Southern as he hod a gone-high 27 points.
(Stuff Pbefes by Mks trandea)
Givens Scores 31 Points As
Wildcats Break Losing Skid
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky recovered from its
worst start in 50 years by rid-
ing the scoring of Jack Givens
and Rick Robey to a 91-69 romp
over Miami of Ohio Wednesday
night.
After that long-sought victo-
'Fast' Albert Scott
Triple Threat At UAN
Huntsville, Alabama. . .The
University of Alabama in
Huntsville opened up their '75-
'76 season with three straight
victories. The Chargers' slogan
for the year is "SHOWTIME!"
and so far they have really put
on a show.
UAH opened up with a 75-74
road win over NCAA Division I
team, Samford University.
Next on the agenda came the
powerful Gulf States Con-
ference co-champs, Jackson-
ville State University which
UAH blew away 103-86 in the
Von Braun Civic Center. At




The spacious 8,000 seat Arena
at the Civic Center provides
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SAVE $30 to $40
Kenmore Dishwashers
with Forced-Air Drying
Built-in Was 5209 95 Portable Was 5229.95
White or Colors Colors 55 Extra
119'189 9 5
• Power Miser switch lets you cut
electrical use up to 1/3 if desired
cz5• Sani-Wash cle with 155-degree water
• No pre-rin • g or scraping ever with
irauttr-tn pulverizer
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Pests Muria; licks Nersetbee
showcase for collegiate
basketball and the Chargers
have the whole town talking
about their act. Other than the
varsity attraction, there are
preliminary games featuring
the finest high school teams in
the area. At the varsity half-
time, some of the state's finest
high school dance bands and
teams thrill the crowds every
night. On top of all that the "Big
Blue" is undefeated.
At the present, the Chargers
are averaging 90.3 points per
game and are outrebounding
their opponents by 14 rebounds
per game. UAH is also hitting a
torrid 55 per cent from the field.
In the first three games 6'1"
senior Albert Scott has
averaged 13 points per game.
"East Albert" from Murray,
Kentucky has been a triple
threat for UAH as he works both
inside and out offensively and
has been a real pickpocket on
defense. Scott has shot a
blistering 51 per cent from the
field in the early going.
All in all it looks like the
Chargers should give their fans
a lot to shout about in the '75-78
SHOWTI:MEKitraiti
thif 
ry, Kentucky's first in three
starts, Coach Joe Hall said that
he still feels the youthful Wild-
cats are still behind in training.
-It's early in the year and
we're just not, loose yet," Hall
said. "We're not as far along
as we hoped we would be at
this point  I feel like we're
two weeks behind."
Miami Coach Darrell Hedric
wouldn't listen to such talk.
-I don't feel sorry for them.
I've got problems of my own,"
he said.
Two problems Hedric faced
Wednesday night — Givens and
Robey — went unsolved
throughout the evening. Givens
scored 31 points while hitting 12
of 16 field goals; Robey added
30 points on 11 of 12 field goals.
Incidentally, Robey's shooting
performance set a school
record, surpassing Bob Gu-
yette's 10-for-11 performance
against ISU in 1974.
-We were just running
more," Givens said, "so I got
more shots — and I was getting
good feeds, too." The leading
feeder was Larry Johnson, who
tallied six of Kentucky's 17 as-
sists.
"We ran real well tonight and
we want to run," Hall said.
"We throw a lot of offenses and
defenses at our kids and right
now, they're a little confused
. . . especially the freshmen."
The Wildcats appeared very
confused in a season-opening
89-77 loss at Northwestern, but
appeared greatly improved a
week later in a 90-77 defeat to
fourth-ranked North Carolina
that wasn't settled until the fi-
nal minutes.
Once back in the friendly
confines of Memorial Coliseum,
Kentucky showed the capacity
crowd of 11,500 what it hadn't
shown its first two opponents —
hot shooting and the fast break.
And the running game killed
Miami early.
The Wildcats charged ahead
9-2 less than three minutes into
the game, built the margin to
50-31 at halftime and enjoyed
several 20 point leads in the
second half.
II/ 4/ t
Goodyear 9.34 X, McGinley 2 1-2 5.
Kearney 2 3-4 7, Shoemaker 73-3 17, Bab-
cock 346, Jones 11-1 3. Newman 2 04
4, Green 1 0.02, Brady 00.00. Totals
11-14.
At NT/(A) 'V I
Greene 12 7-7 31, Robey 11 8430, Fiall 1
04 2, Jammer I 04 2, Claytor 5 2-2 12,
Holland 0 041 0, Warford 0 040, Casey
0-02, Haan= 0 0-0 0, Lee 3 0-06, Fowler
2 0-1 4, Phillips 0 2411 2. Totals 36 10-22.
































to bring you this new kind
of floor-to-ceiling warmth
and comfort.
D Beautiful Beige-Coppertone cabinet.
D Thermostatically controlled
o Burns wood completely — less ash.
O Build only one fire a season.
O Holds fire overnight.
Other models for wood only — or for
coal and wood.
Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Man- 753-3361
Charge It or Lay Away
For Christmas
and Save!
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We have a new name and a new location in
The Dixieland Center on Chestnut Street
Grand Opening
Friday & Saturday, Dec. 12 & 13
There Will Be A Drawing For a
Ray Harm Cardinal Print
Originally Valued at $40
And Is Now A
Collectors Print
Many Items Will Be Marked
20% OFF
_ is • ,
GalleryUnlimiteg,
Hours 9:30-5:30 Open Sun. 1-5 til Christmas 0.5#
MINS =Wm& lafIXISIZAMMIlliiillIMMIMEMMIX11111111/11031MIXIMME
Dixieland Center





















































Choose from over 200 gitts of year 'round
entertainment pleasure. You'll find lust the right
Magnavox at just the right price. Magnavox...






SYSTEMS from $1 49,











9:00 A. M. - 8:00 P. M.
We Are Happy To Have
"The Gallery Unlimited"
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Burger Queen
Burger Queen Restaurant specializes in fast
food and good taste. You might call Burger Queen
the filling station for people. Just to name a few
of the fillers. Hamburgers, Cheeseburgers,
Double Cheeseburgers, Royal Burgers, Imperial
Burgers, Fish sandwiches, Fried Chicken, Hot Tur-
novers, french fries, onion rings and delicious
shakes that please everyone from baby brother
to granddad.
Burger Queen has solved the half-hour lunch
problem with fast service. No longer do people
GRECIAN STEAK
641 North HOUSE 7534419
We Now Feature An Open
Salad Bar.




in Steak & Seafood
*Fish *Seafood *Steak *Lobster *Chicken
Try Our New RN)-Eye Steak
Sold by The Ounce-Cut To Your Order
Hwy. 641 North Fri.-Sat. 4-10 p.m. Sun.-Thurs. 4-9 p.m. 753-4141
Friday Special
All the Catfish with
all the trimmings
All you can eat
Free Homemade ice cream with this special order
Rudy's Restaurant
with half-a-lunch hour have to settle for half a lun-
ch. Instead you can settle down to a fried chicken
dinner with all the fixin's at Burger Queen.
You con carry your meal home or you can dine
in the spacious dining facilities provided at
Burger Queen.
Burger Queen, located on North 12th Street, is
just a few minutes away from you so why not stop
in and get the whole family a good meal at a good
price.
RQjiAzwAe.
753-5986 South 12th Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2:00
Wide Assortment of Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads, Desserts
Private Breakfast, Luncheons, Dinners
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Murray and Mayfield
-There's More to like at Burger Chef"
753-7199
Fine Italian Foods
Luncheon and dinner service.
Private dining rooms by reservation.
Old Favorites NEW CAMDEN MY.
Gourmet Dinners PARIS, TENN.
PHONE 642-61131.•* M,Ch•lOb On tap
Yes We Can Really Please
507 N. 12th 753-6025
The Hungry Bear
Pancake & Barbeque House
Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing
Delicious Omelets 1409 Main St. 753-7641
Ham & Cheese - Bacon - Sausage 
Open 7 Days a Week
Please Do Not Feed The Bears!
Ow mar THURSDAY: Chinese Chop Spey, Egg foe Yong, Sweet and Sow Pork,
Baked Ham. FRIDAY: Italian Baked imaged, Italian Soaceetti, White Fish, Cat
Fisk. SATURDAY: Meticau Encladasias and Tacos. Swiss Steak. SUNDAY: Roast
Beef au jut, Chicken Nati Poll-ups . EVERYDAY: Spanish Omelette. All Demers
served with Relish Tray, ken Soup, and Home Made Bread with every Dewier!
Batty and Bill
Open: Thurs., Fri., Sat. 5-10 Sunday 12-8
Lamplighter Restaurant
489-2740
Try Our Delicious Super Burgers
Cooked Just the Way You Like Them
Lubie & Reba's
Super Burger























Fidel Effect Digital Display. Activated
liquid crystal segments on clear back-
ground display refract available light to
provide cleat, digital time readout. Softly WESTCLOXbrushed, chrome-color case blends with
MAC. OF WOWflared, heavy-link, adjustable, stainiessz
. COI/PAsteel, buckle-type band. Colon flasher indi- A TALLEY 11.80.-18TRIES NY 
WORIP810.
catea seconds. Black-dial mask frames







Plaid Effect Digital Display. Activated
liquid crystal segments on clear background
display refract available light to provide
clear, digital time readout. Softly brushed,
gold-color case blends with flared, heavy-
link, adjustable, gold-color, buckle-type
band. Colon flasher indicates seconds.
Black-dial mask frames digital readout.









































Vohia's Stock of Money,
that is Its the brightest new
novelty of the year —8 oz Ice Blue

























extra strength lotion, for
yOur face and body with a
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Handsome FM/AM Table






2 oz Ice Blue, Redwood and
Frost Lime After Shave each in
• unglue trophy designed
decanter A thoughtful gift for
the sports fan.
$278
$4.50 Value Save $1.72
AM Miniature Radio
with Long Range Reception
$1136
• 44/ •, rt41, • • •••1(
AQUA
VELVA
4 oz. Ice Blue After Shave or
3 oz. lectric Shave Regular in
greeting card, box. The ideal
practical gift.
88 76c



































44i ox. After Shove
21/2 ex. Stick Deodorant
$3.75 Value
I. 3744
4 ox. Spray Deodorant
44i oz. After Shave
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THE GMOVE to 61MPEACH SANTA
CHAPTER THREE
By Robert J. Boyle
Santa was awfully quiet dur-
ing dinner that night.
He was still pondering the
problem of who he would get to
represent him at the impeach-
ment hearing at the UN.
Mrs. Claus said to him,
"Santa, you've hardly touched
your warm burgers. And your
.now crystal soup is getting
told. What's wrong?"
The elves around the table
looked up at him, too.
"Come on. eat." they said.
"I'm just not hungry to-
night,- he said.
"I know what's worrying you.
Santa." Juniperperper said.
"Yes. I het it is that darn im-
peachment thing," Jasper said.
"Don't worry about it... 
man
-
 said. "There will always
be Santa Claus."
Jinkersnipes said.
"You can't loose. You have the
best lawyer in the world. .James
St. Goodness."
"That's one of my worries.
elves," Santa said. "Jimmie
cart represent me. He knows
Evel Whone and has represent-
ed the Baadlands so it would
he a conflict a interest,"
"Who will you get to repre-
sent you?" Jinkersnipes asked.
"I don't know." Santa said.




You?" a flabbergasted Santa asked
yourselves about. Christmas is
the main thing and we'll have
to work very hard to finish all
the presents we will be giving
this year.
"Santa." Juniperperper
said. "I know who can repre-
sent you."
"Who?" asked Santa.
"I will," Juniperperper re-
plied. "I know I can do it.
Jinkersnipes can help me."








Capture her heart with an exquisite 10kt or 14k
yellow or white gold ring that embraces colorf u
birthstones Each stone represents a loved one to
Mother or Grandmother that she II treasure
forever'
There s a birthstone ring available to suit every
style taste, and budget starting as low as












Reduced as much as 75%
At least 25% off on all










ta asked. "Juniperperper, you
have no legal background."
"Yes, I do, Santa," he said.
"Before I came to the North
Pole I studied law at Blizzard
University. In fact I once de-
fended the Tooth Fairy from an
unfair labor practice charge."
-I didn't know that.- Santa
said. "Did you win the case?"
"Certainly. Santa." Juniper-
perper said. "I proved that the
Tooth Fairy had to work at
nights. Naughty Princess said
that it was unfair to make the
Tooth Fairy work at nights and
filed charges. But I showed the
NFRB that the Tooth Fairy
could only work at nights be-
cause that is when childrens
"• What's the NEM?" Jink-
ersnipes asked.
"The National Fairy Rela-
tions Board." .Juniperperper •
replied.
"But Juniperperper." Santa
said. "The UN is vastly dif-
terent than the NFRB. It will
he a lot tougher.-
"But I'm sure I could win.-
Juniperperper said. "And
Jinkersnipes could help me
with research. I could get the
other elves to help me. too."
"Gee, I don't know," Santa
said'. "They will have some
very important lawyers on
their side.
"I know, Santa.- 'Juniper-
perper said. "But you can bet
that when we elves appear be.
• he UN we will be noticed,
too. You know that no one
would work harder in your be-
half than the elves. We would
work night and day for you."
"You're right there," Santa
laughed. "Maybe your dedica-
tion will mean more than all
the fancy lawyers and their ar-
guments."
"Then I can do it, Santa'
Juniperperper asked.
"Mmm, all right,- Santa
said. "Juniperperper. I official-
ly appoint you my chief de-
fense lawyer and I assign
Jinkersnipes to be your first as-
sistant. If you need any other
elves to help you, just ask."
The other elves around the
table cheered.
Mrs. Claus smiled and said,
"Now that that is settled, let
all of you get settled and eat
your dinner. Santa. I'll get you
a warm warm burger and an-
other howl of snow crystal
soup." 
"Sounds good." Santa said.
After dinner. Santa told the
other elves to go into the TV
room for hot chocolate and va-
nilla while he. Juniperperper
and Jinkersnipes met to plan
his defense.
Santa and the two elves went
to Santa's private study.
"This is really nice," Juni-
perperper said. "I love your red
leather couch and your red
leather chairs, and that huge
ireplace makes it nice and
warm in here."
"Yes, it is nice," Santa said.
"The elf Jodfer designed and
built it for me several years
ago. He made such wonderful
toy forts for children, he asked
for the chance to design this
room. I'm glad that I allowed
him the chance."
"Is that why you're giving us
the chance to defend you?'
Juniperperper asked.
"That's one reason," Santa
said. "But I do have confidence
in you."
"Santa, when will the im
peachment hearings begin'
Jinkersnipes &Aced.
"December 12," Santa re
plied.
"That means they will have
to be over by December 24 so
you can make your trip Christ-
mas eve," Juniperperper said.
"You're right,- Santa an-
swered. "We'll have to work
hard because we haven't much
time."
"We can make it," Juniper
perper said.
"Santa, if the case goe-
against you that means there
won't be any toys for boys and
girls this year, Jinkersnipes
said. "It means that there
won't be any fun in Christ-
mas."
"Don't talk like that," Juni
perperper said. "We will win
and there will be fun in Christ-
mas."
"I certainly hope so," Santa
said. "I wouldn't know what to
do if I didn't have Christmas to
look forward to. I would he
"Well, all would be last.-
Jinkersnipes said. "That is
why we must win."
"We will, we will," Juniper





MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
The attorney for an accused
trafficker of drugs has asked
that a "gag order" be issued to
prevent local officials from
talking to newsmen about the
case.
John W. (Bill) Hubbard, 19,
of Mayfield, is accused of traf-
ficking marijuana and cocaine
Hubbard also reportedly told
Lexington police that several
University of Kentucky football
players had used drugs.
Hubbard's attorney, E. Dan
Sharp Jr., said Hubbard's case
has been discussed in the
media by nine Graves County
officials. Sharp requested that
Circuit Judge Seth T Boaz Jr.
issue the gag order, but
stopped short of requesting a
news blackout on the case.
A Dec. 12 hearing date has




— Traffic on the Western Ken-
tucky Parkway was halted for
almost four hours Wednesday
night when a 500-gallon arti-
ficial gas tank broke loose from
a wrecker.
State police said the tank
rolled off an overpass of Ky.
109 that crosses the parkway at
the Dawson Springs toll plaza.
Police said the tank was
nearly empty, but a small gas
leak developed and authorities
re-routed traffic as a safety
precaution.
Prices Continue To Fall On State Burley
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Prices continued to fall on bur-
ley markets around Kentucky
on Wednesday, with an average
of $102.57 per hundredweight
for 15,075,533 pounds of leaf.
The price was the lowest of
the session and marked a drop
of $1.70 from Monday's figures.
The price per hundredweight
has declined steadily since a
peak price of $109.70 was
achieved on Dec. 1.
Wednesday's sales volume
represented a drop of over 2.7
million pounds from Tuesday
and 5.8 million pounds from
Monday's figures.
Ed French, reporter for the
Tobacco Market News, said
Douglas Civic Club
Plans Meet Monday
The Douglas Civic Im-
provement Club will meet
Monday, December 15, at seven
p. m. at the Douglas Corn-
munity Center.
All members and interested
citizens are urged to be present,
a club spokesman said,
that prices were lower in south-
eastern Kentucky 'because to-
bark° was "a little rougher
there than anywhere else, evi-
dentally."
French said that, overall,
"It's not much worse than it
had been. They're selling more
mixed tobacco, which doesn't
sell as well as pure leaf."
He drew a comparison be..
tween this year's sales and the
record breaking tobacco mar-
ket of 1974.
"This year, it started slow
and then didn't improve all that
much," French said. "Last
year, it kept going up."
The first day average of
$106.07 per hundredweight has
not been matched since Dec. 3,
and French believes that "a lot
of people wished they had sold
on opening day the price is
lower than that now."
Overall, the average price
per hundredweight is down
about $10 from 1974 totals,
French said.
Morehead posted the high av-
erage Wednesday, $108.62 on
sales of 424,511 pounds. Shelby-
ville was next with $107.36 on
1,181,942 pounds.
Three other markets topped
the $105 figure: Carrollton,
$105.95 for 402,688; Lebanon,
$105.93 for 625,404 pounds; and
Owensboro, $105.01 for 676,135
pounds.
Eight of the 28 markets re-
ported averages under $100
per hundredweight, with Rich-
mond's $95.51 the lowest.
Bloomfield averaged Pelt
Saminvet 696.53, Covington
$36.13, London $97.01, Harrods-
burg $116.68, Louisville 698.96
and Danville $99.20.
There were no sales Wednes-






from 7 a.m. December 12 through
12 a.m. the 13th of December
all Michelin Steel Batted
Radials in present stock
10% off
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Add stereo to any room with this
compact musical gift' Input for changer
Jr tape deck. Ouatravox 4-speaker capability Headph
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Carey Asking Federal Help To Avoid State Agencies' Default
WASHINGTON ( AP) — As
federal assistance to help shore
up financially pressed New
York City moved nearer to
reality, Gov. Hugh Carey is
asking federal help to avoid a
default of two state agencies.
The Senate approved Wednes-
day by a 71 to 24 vote a $10.3-
billion supplemental appropria-
tions bill which contains funds
New York City can borrow
from the Treasury to avert
default.
The measure will be consid-
ered today by a House-Senate
conference committee. A House
vote on the bill, which it pre-
DO YOU HAVE A NEED THAT ONLY GOD CAN MEET? SPIRITUAL
PHYSICAL OR FINANCIAL? FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12 IS DAY OF
PRAYER AT FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD, S. 16th AND GLENDALE
FROM 8 A.M. TILL 6 PM. WE WILL BE TAKING YOUR PRAYER
REQUESTS BY PHONE. CALL 753-6695 AND LET'S BELIEVE GOD
FOR THE NEEDS OF OUR COMMUNITY. "BUT MY GOD SHALL
SUPPLY AU. YOUR NEED ACCORDING TO HIS RICHES IN GLORY












Carries Big Loads _
1400
Central Shopping Center
Carey told reporters, "but
there are some banks we
haven't tried," presumably re-
ferring to out-of-state banks.
He said the housing agency
was well adminstered and
would not be in financial trou-
bles except that lenders wor-
ried about New York City have
refused to make money avail-
able to it.
viously approved without the
Senate-added New York City
funds, is not expected before
next Tuesday.
Passage of the appropriations
bill would be the final congres-
sional step for President Ford's
plan to allow $2.3 billion in
short term loans to aid New
York City. A bill authorizing
the funds has passed Congress
and was signed by Ford Tues-
day .
The upper house also passed
later, by 79 to 2, a revision of
the nation's bankruptcy laws to
facilitate a New York City
default should federal loans fail
to stem the city's fiscal crisis.
That bill too will go to a House-
Senate conference to reconcile
differences.
As the Senate acted, Carey
held an hour-long meeting with
Federal Reserve Board Chair-
man Arthur F. Burns on funds
for the state's housing agency
and dormitory authority, faced
Care) declined to specify
what help he expected but said
Burns urged him to try borrow-
ing from some banks he hasn't
tried before.
"There aren't any banks in
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Light Weight. . . Easy To Handle
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FAGS
Expenses Up $5 Million For Schools in Kentucky
FRANFKORT, Ky. - The
cost of coal, gas, electricity and
miscellaneous climbed almost
$5 million last year for Ken-
tucky schools, according to
figures released by the Ken-
tucky Department of
Education.
Goy. Julian Carroll allocated
S-1 million from surplus funds to
Alucation earlier this year, the
bulk of it to help pay the higher
energy costs.
Electrical costs were
responsible for $2.6 million of
the increase while gas costs
increased approximately $1.2
million. Coal prices $900,000
more than costs for the previous
year.
The increase is the largest
annual increase since 1963.
Total fuel costs for school year
1972-73 jumped approximately
$1.6 million over those of the
previous year when schools
experienced an increase in
electrical costs of $1.1 million.
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS DOWN
I Fondle1 Crony (col-
Koh 2 Mohammedan
name4 Resi- ues
9 Novelty 3 Smaii4 Piece for12 Man shame
one13 Fat
5 Encou rages14 Mature
15 Minute part 6 Brother of
Odin17 01 a pale 
7 Wormreddisrt-
8 Junctureyellow color
19 Jogs 9 Stammer
10 Time gone21 Encountered
by22 Tr3nsaction
11 Condensed24 Music as
written moisture16 Lock of hair26 Temporary /8 Permitshelter 20 Pigpen29 Newspapers. 22 puarrels
collectively 23 airy in
31 Sweet -The Tern
estpotato
33 Fish eons 25 Swiss river











































30 Weaken 54 Limbs
32 Prefix bad 55 Devoured
36 Still 56 Male sheep
38 Plague 57 Chinese
41 Precludes
43 Dry, as wine 59 gaoli mound













Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. ne.
Costs increases that year
were attributed to a threatened
coal strike which caused a rush
to stockpile coal in order to
endure a potentially long strike,
resulting in inflationary prices.
Officials of both the Depart-
ment of Education and Ken-
tucky's new Department of
Energy were unable to pinpoint
reasons for the dramatic up-
surge in energy costs for the
past year.
Jim Melton, director of the
Bureau of Administration and
State Plan Approved By Carroll
FRANKFORT, Ky. - A state
plan for career education
recently approved by the
Education Cabinet, a concept
which has a high priority in
(;ov. Julian Carroil's ad-
ministration, will be presented
at the Decernber meeting of the
Kentucky Board of Education.
Career education, explained
Ross Henderson, state coor-
dinator for career education,
allows students in all grades to
explose the different types of
jobs and career available. This
is done through field trips to
industries and businesses, and
classroom projects in which
students run their own
businesses. Unlike vocational
education, career education
does not teach a trade but gives
the option a person can expect
from a job or trade.
Presently career education is
not required in Kentucky's
school system. However, pilot
projects have been conducted
for the last three years. The
career education porgrams in
Bowling Green and in Region 12
i Lee, Wolfe, Owsley, Breathett,
Perry, Letcher, Knott and
Leslie counties) have received
recognition as outstanding
examples.
Dr. Lyman V. Ginger,
superintendent of public in-
struction, said a state plan is
needed if the Education
Department intends to apply for
any federal funds for career
education programs. He told the
cabinet that the legislative
subcommittee on career
education has a bill ready for
prefiling that will mandate
career education.
Rep. Don Stephens is
chairman of the subcommittee
SOLAR ENERGY
FOR HIGHWAY PHONES
YUMA, Ariz. (AP) - An
zona's Yuma is profiting frui
its desert location by pioneer-




be installed along an ex-
perimental stretch of highway
for use by motorists in distress.
And the batteries installed in
the radiotelephones will be kept
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vou LET THE KIP SET AWAY,
010 FOOL? SHE'LL TALK !
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.0•011116
Finance in the education
department, did say, however,
that on a percentage basis such
a radical increase in energy
costs is not expected in the
future.
He said, "Utility companies
have indicated there will be
slight increases in cost, but I
doubt seriously that an increase
like the $5 million jump in
energy costs will occur again:'
The cost of energy is borne by
the Foundation Program,
through which all monies for
school districts are allowed. '01111)
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Poison Control   753-7588
Senior Citizens   753-0929
Need Line.... 753-NEED









sell at public sale for cash
a 1966 International
tractor serial no. 79708H
and 1967 International
tractor serial no. 299187 at
2:00 p. m., December 16,
1975, at Taylor Motors,
303 South 4th, Murray,
Ky. The undersigned















FOUR PERSONS men or




established firm. Must be
neat, and at.least 21 years
of age. Provide own
transportation. Unlimited
income for right person.
Inquire at 203 South 5th,
Suite 104, between 10 a. m.
and 12 a. m. and 1:30 to






van. Will pay 15 cents a
mile. Call 753-4953,
CHEMIST, VANDERBILT
Chemical Corp. has a
permanent opening for a
control laboratory
chemist. Desires person
with BS Degree in
Chemistry and ex-
perience in instrumental
and wet analyst, excellent
fringe benefits, which
include paid vacations,





Route 2, Box 54, Murray,
Ky., 42071. Attention:
Gene D. Smith, Sr.
WANTED: HOSTESS for
homecare products party.
Earn cash or gift. Call




















training in the territory.




specialties to the In-






You must have a suc-
cessful work or self em-
ployment history. Sales
background optional. A











An equal uppurtuniti ernpini,er
5 Lost And Found
LOST SILVER MALE cat
in the vacinity of 10th and









houses, dog houses and
bird houses. Hick's







Oil Co., 502-247-2545, 7 a.
m.-4:30 p. m. or 436-5459
after 6 p. m.
/4. Want To Buy
WOULD LIKE to buy two
15" Rims for a Dodge.
Call 437-4291 after 5 p. m.
WANTED TO BUY, John
Deere corn drill. A-1
condition. Call 489-2132.
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. tligheitt
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also Al buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Mill 354-8440
,
14. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY. Good used
Honda 70 motorcycle. Call
753-7546.
15 Articles For Sale
WHEAT STRAW $1.00
bale. John Imes, Almo,
Ky. Call 753-8332.
GO CARTS, 3 models,
prices are 241.95, 277.95,
and 284.95. CB radios pace
model, 143. Sale price




brass, black and brass or
polished brass finish,
88.88 each. Wallin Hard-








water heater, 40 gallon,
glass lined. Good con-
dition. $35.00. Call 436-
2154.
SONY TC-330 cassette, reel




PHILLIPS REEL to reel,
7" reels sound on sound.
Very good condition.





carpet cleaner is tops.




ruffled curtains. One pair
- 8' wide and 90" long.
Two pair - 36" wide and
90" long. Call 753-0172.
PRACTICALLY NEW.
Two wheels with snow
tires. With steel studs and
tubes. Size 78-15. Also two
wheels with snow tires








Antierres, AV", betties, Ohs.
Ai dishes, picturm, S speed
be., is aim cisitIms (me.,
delkirsa) storm. T.V.,
dolls, Ws of miscitilmmimrs,
tvidis hems ros
CLEAN INGEST CARPET
cleaner you ever used. So
easy too. Get Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer.






$25.00. White metal desk,







$50.00. Call 753-8208, after
3:30 p. m.
SMALL OVAL TABLE
Good condition. Call 753-
5766 between 4 and 6 p. m.
GOOD CLEAN INNER
spring mattress and box




or best offers. Call 753-
3085 after 5 p. m.
SMALL ANTIQUE Oak
sideboard or buffett. Call
753-2966.
ONE AUTOMATIC










Used twice. $75.00. Call
767-4386.
BOYS 10 SPEED bicycle,
Captain's bed complete,
beautiful hand painted
china vases, solid brass










OAK WOOD for sale by the
rick. Call 437-4620.
OAK I. titEWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
logs $16.00 a rick. Will











KIRBY Vacuum Sales and
Service, 500 Maple Street.
New and rebuilt






















TWO 12" plows, 6 ft. disc, 2
row cultivator, one row
cultivator, one drill, one
rotary hoe, one spray rig,
one culti-mulcher and one
disc plow. 410 Massey
Ferguson combihe with
14' header and pickup
reel. All this equipment




Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" -, 10 speed.
Call 437-1570 or 437-4733.
REMINGTON MODEL
1100 shotgun. 3" magnum
with ventilated rib. Plus
28" modified extra barrel.
Both in excellent con-
dition. $225.00. Call after
5, 753-2316.
1875 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
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Mus,cei
 4 TWO 1850 °LIVERS 2 sets
snap on duals. One paper
hammer mill used one
year. One 1974 GMC
pickup, air, power, sharp.
Two plows, 544" J. D., 5-
14" M. F. Call 489-2462.




A REAL COLLECTORS ITEM




SNARE DRUM with stand







BOOK & SLIP CASE






























for Christmas gifts. Also
1971 442 Oldsmobile. 1975
Datsun pickup, new, lots





US IS riab oak
Cell Seers today fer
intery is tit your ter.










30 day special. Four ft.
high installed, $1.50 per ft.
Call after 5 p. m. for free
estimates, Allstar Fence
Co., Paris, Tenn., 642-6492
or 642,8947
27. Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
1972 12 x 60 CHAMPION
Deluxe mobile home, 2
bedrooms, bath, central
heat and 3 ton air.
Refrigerator and stove,
underpinned, 8 x 20 ft. red
wood sundeck. Excellent
condition. Call 753-0958
after 6 p. m., Monday
through Friday.





trailer for sale. Worth the
money. Call 753-6044.




cellent condition. Call 753-
6935 after 5 p. m.
MOBILE HOMES, $600
each. Call 753-7746.




spaces. Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. Families
only. South 16th Street.
Call 753-3855.
27 Mobile Home "Sa.es
x 70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,





condition. $4,995. Call 753-
9816.
28 Heating & Cooling
TWO 60,000 BTU, LP gas









29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer.
Call 753-4726.
TWO BEDROOM, 1 mile
out of city limits on 121
South. $85.00 month,
$50.00 deposit. No
children. Call 753-3175 or
753-6649 after 5.
THREE 2 BEDROOM




30. All new, total electric
with central heat and air.
Call 753-7381.




Call 767-4055 after 6 p. m





and air. Shown by ap-
pointment only. Call after
5:30, 767-2352.
30 Business Rentals
sel 1 totl 3501 SI re 1
SAVE $40°0t 3 CYCLE CONVERTIBLE
t DISHWASHER







• 0 Haabuncty'll'amaple work
surface too
+fat ipuirli.n.t




QUANTITY LIMITED-FOR CHOICE SELECT
fib 0
t leg 295-00 Sale Price$259954
ft During the Christmas Season with each4
K,kpurchase
a Col. Lee's Country Ham will 
w. be given away.
t Peck's Upholstery ogio
t& Hot Point Appliances4











For Complete Reel Estate or Auction Service









31 Want To Rent
COUPLE WANTS TO rent
house outside of city




room in nice home with
kitchen privileges. Call




clean, small quite, house
to rent in Murray area.
References. Call 753-8808.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED AND un-
furnished apartments.
Two bedroom, call 753-
4331, Embassy Apart-
ments.
TWO BEDROOM wall to
wall carpet, central heat
and air. Refrigerator and






commodate 2, 3, 4



















NEW5, MR. PRE91DE4T. 114E NEI-
WORK5 WILL •scrr 5H0w R'EAGAN'S OLD
MOVIE5. WE WERE COUKTING ON TRAT."
32 Apartments For Rent 38 Pets Supplies
TWO BEDROOM apart- POODLE SHOP.
ment, all carpet, disposal, Profession* grooming.
range, dishwasher, All breeds. Pine Point
washer dryer hookup, Estates, Eagle Creek
central heat and air, Road, 1 mile from
patio. $150.00.month. Call Buchanan Nitesort. Call
753-7550. 901-642-8977.
FURNISHED APART-

























fireplace and sun porch.
Ideal for University
family. Call 753-4342.
TWO BEDROOM, bath, in
Hardin, gas heat, newly
decorated. Call 353-4661.
FOUR ROOM HOUSE.
$125.00 per month. Broad
Street Extended. Call 753-
5281 after 6 p. m
References.
37. ltvestock - Supplies
FORWARD SEAT English
saddle and bridle. Call
753-9570.
REGISTERED POLLED
Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
no. Also cows, bred and









female Irish Setter, one
female old English Sheep
dog. All AKC registered.




house broken, 1 year old.
Call 354-8419, anytime.
ONE MALE PEEK-A-
POO, $50.00. Eight weeks
old. Will hold until
December 22. Call 753-
1492.
AKC WHITE TOY Poodle,
female, 17 months old.
Also 8 compartment cage.
Call 753-9349.
BEAUTIFUL PUPPIES
just right for Christmas
gifts. Priced from $45.00-
$65.00. Call after 6 p. m.
and weekends, 753-4469.
TOY POODLE puppies.
Special price. Phone 753-
6379.
AKC REGISTERED
Beagle puppies. Will be 8
; weeks old Christmas. Wit
hold for Christmas. Call
753-9918 after 5 p. m.
DUE TO RECENT sales
we need listings! We have
clients wanting Ili three
bedrooms with dining
area (2) good tillable
acreage north of city. Call
now Wilson Real Estate,











8:30 - 3:00. American
Legion Hall. Clothes,
Avon bottles, toys, fur-
niture, dishes, plants,




clothing and odds and
ends. Everything must
go. 803 Vine St., Friday
and Saturday, 8:30 - 4:00.
BARGAIN BARN, 13th and
Main. New shipment.
Saturday 9-4. Christmas




turnips. Most items less
than $3.00.
GARAGE SALE, Friday
and Saturday, 12 and 13.
Toys, clothes, antiques
and furniture. 1100 Doran
Road.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real ,estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
43.Real Estate
641 SOUTH, New listing,
nice 3 bedroom brick
veneer home with electric
heat, large family room,
carpeting, range,
refrigerator, washer,
dryer, carport, on 1 acre
lot. $23,500 Call 753-8080
or come by Boyd-Majors
Real Estate. 105 N. 12th.-
40 ACRES IDEAL for
cattle or horses, mostly
fenced with about ag
tendable acres, has creek
through property, some
woods, priced at a low
$12,500. Call 753-3597 or
come by Moffitt Realty
Co., 206 South 12th,
WE HAVE a nice mdbile
home that an be pur-
chased with a low down
payment and payments
the same as rent. The
mobile home is located in
the beautiful Keniana
Development at Hamlin,
Ky. The mobile home and
lot can be bought for only
$7,500.00 Let • John
Neubauer or Bob Rodgers,
show you this property.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 IVIaln Street,




within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-4162.




Henry Street. $17,500. Call
7534358.
49 Usea Cars & Trucks
19118 CHEVY VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1975
VW Serico. Call 753-0063
51 t-s
KIRBY CAREPT CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution, Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
1970 MODEL JEEP truck. Free estimates. 24 hour
Camper, wheels and tires. answering service, 500
Four wheel drive. Also Maple. 753-450.
firewood for sale. Call 753-
5807. HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
1969 CHEVELLE 327, 4 plumbing jobs done?
speed with mag wheels. Then call 7534614.
Call 767-4474.
SIX ROOM FRAME 
HOME. Recently 1970 VALIANT DUSTER 6
remodeled and recon- cylinder, 1795.00. 1966
ditioned. Plus 2 furnished Ford Fairlane, small V-8,
garage apartments on, $295.00. Call 489-2595.
property for $150.00' 
month extra income. 1962 FORD FOR sale
Price reduced by owner. $75.00. Call 436-2184.
For appointment call 753-
8611 or 753-9537. 1971 OLDS, 4 DOOR hard-
top. Excellent condition.
THE QUALIFIED per- Radial tires. 44,600 actual
sonnet at Gay Spans miles. 1972 Ford Ran-
Realty are waiting to talk chero - excellent con-
to you regarding your real di tion. 27,500 miles.
estate needs. Our time is Edgar Shirley, 753-3006.
your time, Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901 1953 DODGE PICKUP. 1965
Sycamore Street, 753- Mustang. Call 437-4620.
7724.
1973 EL CAMINO, $2100.
BY OWNER, large 3 call 436-5570.
bedroom brick home at 
1302 Kirkwood. Two 1967 MERCURY COMET,
baths, family room with new tires, excellent
fireplace, utility room, condition. Call 753-2993.
central heat and air, 2 car 
carport, 10 x 60 patio with 1969 FORD VAN new
gas grill. Also brick utility motor. Call 753-2993.
building with 2 car car-
port. Call 753-0846, for
appointment.
BY OWNER 3 bedrooms,
1 ka baths. Magnolia
Drive. Fully carpeted,
large family room, dining
area, utility, double
carport. Trees and
shrubs. Low 30's. Call 753-
2485.
FOUR BEDROOM stone
and frame house, central
gas heat, entry hall, living






fenced back yard. Paved
drive, carport, large patio
with redwood screen, nice
lot near Bel-Air shopping
and Middle School. For
extra quick sale, owner
will sacrifice for $22,900.
This one can't last long.
Call Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th, 753-
8080.
TWO BEDROOM brick on
Farris Avenue in Murray.
Carpet, large den,
fireplace, lots of closet
space, double
refrtgerator freezer,
stove, washer and dryer,
dishwasher and garbage
disposal. All drapes in-
cluded. $28,000. By ap-




shape. $275.00. Call 753-
0175 anytime before 6:30.
1974 CL100 and 1973 SL125.
Bored out, new paint.
Both super sharp. Call
753-0650.
11173 YAMAHA MX 254,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436-
5370.
1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
p.m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 CHARGER S. E.
Broughm, all power and
air. Low mileage Extra
clean. Call 753-6564.
1966 CHEVROLET pickup




Cars every month for
auction. New niodern
facilities. Every Wed-
nesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to. One
hour from Chicago and
next to expressway and
Rockford Airport. Fly in
of • drive in. Come to
Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing. Open
6 days. .lim Clark or
Sherry Rayn 815-968-6262.
This is a dealers auction.
•
1970 T-BIRD, *full power
and air. AM stereo and





Like new. Call 753-8533 or
753-5121 after 5.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, badthoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 3544136 or 354-





me one for lossioria.
Conan sleognerhig end caw
pine processng for Moe
Freezers. Ian, hogs, door,
goats sod Imes leastod I els
north of Paris se old lawn
Paris Nighwey.
Call 901442-8201 or Cad
Sheikh 901-6424201










wort in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Roes, 4311-2506, open 7
days a week.
ADDING A NEW room to








Call 7534827 or 753-9618.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 7531343.
HAVE CAR BUFFED and
waxed for $15.00. Call 753-
2993.
SEE THE Great EiCeiky
Saver at Roy's Carpenter
Shop. South 4th Street.
54. Free Column
FREE- THREE 8 week old
collie puppies. Free to
any kind soul who will
give them a good home.
Call 753-8399 after 4:30 p.
m.
FREE TWO CUTE MALE
puppies Mixed breed, will




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 4 mile east






No jobs too snail. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN - Prompt ef-
ficient service. No job too
small. Call Ernest White.
753-0605.














patio covers and en-
rlosures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-8647,
Auction
Sale
Saturday, December 13th, 10 a.m. 108
North 6th Street, Murray, Ky.
This I WI °electors items, aninies, sr prfees, Mat Eine hem
expin few new et the Meng, Cob Ininags. Is fleas, dips or
all.ails* itautlaisa. Inioryshing gen Wenn, en an
efraerf ignitor*. Old Why cant come whin oak on wine
Wary tales, tee with corn/ In hood serum eel dew feet. Old
dresser with prowdor bens, Insows rad inn stands, pis sale, ka-
olin, whine with loodoil glass deers, auk nuns, Winn nen,
gams tens, fainting coon, spiel logisIs, filching old nen, oil
high dank, Nen trey, coffee ail, knew seid, Inastesis pikkor
en ions, ins of eid noes its... Cart is. Meng OA oinks, large
coloctin of colloches bottles, eh of eke depression glass, ad car-
siva pieces, Matter Mahn Illppen du, awn Mans, deism
chores, tense* imps, leep coillocties el lobes end razors. Les
of on calector's Was, fancy nibs. Cand en basin seek it...
This is see ef the hod collectors seise of Re year. Owl ales lit
For information coil, Chester and Miller
Auction Service. 435-4128 or 435-4144.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work. Gravel and top soil.
Call 436-5896 or 436-2306.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning,, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.
CARPET INSTALLED.
$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
We guarantee to please
Call David Mullinax, 474-
2789.
PLUMBING AND Electric,
odd jobs we like. All work




By Realtor Fred Barber
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
WHICH CLOSING
COSTS DEDUCTIBLE?
I xperises connected with
the sake of real estate over
and above the selling price
are known as dosing costs.
Some of these are deduc-
tible from your income tali -
others are not.
Property Uses are usually
pro-rated so that both the
buyer and seller each pay
the taxes for the portion of
the year that each owned
the property. Each may
deduct this amount - and
only this amount - even
though one or the other
pays the entire amount
Another deductible item
that appears in dosing costs.
it interest dinged to you on
the mortgage up to the date
of closing Also deducible
as interest is the amount
charged as points-provided
they are charged as a




penses are fire insurance
FHA mortgage insurance
and charges for rent for or
cupancy before closing
II there is anything we can
do to help you in the field of
real estate, please phone or
drop in at PURDOM &
THURMAN REAL [STAll.
407 Maple St., Murray.
Phone 753-4451 Were here
to helpf
DO YOU WANT HIGH EARNINGS?
Do you want a challenging career where the rewards are directly related to your
own personal efforts in your own protected territory? Sell a line of high-
performance, high-quality lubricants that enjoy 90% repeat business. Be home
every night while you build your own future with the acknowledged leader in the
quality lubricant field. Comprehensive company paid training program under the
direction of skilled professionals. Company benefits include life and
hospitalization insurance programs. No franchise fees. If you don't like work, don't
answer. But if you are willing work, have a car, and have sales or mechanical ex-
perience, then this opportunity is for you. You can join the select ranks of ow men






Fort Worth, Texas 76111
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Prices ol stack al local agorae et noon
EDT, today, foxiisbad Se the Ledger &
Tunes by First at 11931ipa; Corp., of
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Union Carbide SI -3/4
W.R. Grace .  343/ use
Texaco 33-44








Franklin Mut 2041 -44
Adult Classes And
Dairy Meet To Be,
Vocational Center
Both the Young Adult and
Kirksey Adult Farmer Classes
will hold joint meetings at the
Murray Vocational Center on
Monday, December 15, at 7:30
p. m.
For more information contact
Jamie Potts at 7534870.
The Area Dairy meeting will
be held Tuesday, December 16,
at 7:30 p. m. at the Murray
Vocational Center. For in-
formation call Ted Howard at
753-1452 or Jamie Potts at the
above listed number.
KSALPN District 17 Recommendations On Judicial Amendment May Come On Friday
To Hold Party Here
The annual Christmas party
of the KSALPN, District 17,
Unit 1, will be held on Monday,
December 15 at 7:00 p.m. at the
Holiday Inn. All members and
non-members are invited.
Entertainment will be provided
by the King's Sons.
A Christmas box and a gift
will be given to a needy family
and all those attending the
Christmas party are requested
to bring seventy cents worth of
canned goods for the box and
fifty cents in money to purchase
the gift.
All those desiring reser-
vations are asked to contact
Nell Evans by Saturday,
December 13.
The Kirksey Senior Citizens
will have a Christmas Bazaar
on Friday, December 12, at
1:30. The bazaar will be held at
two locations—ROSES in the
Central Shopping Center, and
OTASCO in the Bel-Air Shop-
ping Center.
Different craft items will be
on sale such as decopague,
artex painting, shrink arts,
candles, crochet items, and
sewed items.
Also a number of home baked
goods will be for sale that are
great for holiday celebrations.
Many items for decorating
will be for sale.
All items are hand made by
the Senior Citizens of the
Kirksey community and all
proceeds will go back into the
Kirksey community Senior
Citizens Project.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Recommendations by the Office
of Judicial Planning on a pro-
posed budget to implement the
judirial amendment could be
made public Friday.
Boyle Circuit Judge Henry
Pennington, acting director of
the office, submitted the budget
Wednesday to Appeals Court
Chief Justice Scott Reed. Pen-
nington termed it complete
"down to the last ashtray."
Justice Reed said he wanted
to review the package and dis-
cuss with Pennington and other
staff members the reasons be-
hind the budget recommenda-
tions.
He said he might make the
proposed budget figures public
Friday. Reed also noted that le-
gally and constitutionally the
budget for the new court sys-
tem cannot be formally sub-
mitted until after Jan. 1, when
it goes into effect.
Voters approved the judicial
amendment to Kentucky's con-
stitution in the Nov. 4 general
election. It revamps the state's
judicial system, cutting the
number of judges from about
1,000 to some 150. All will be
required to be attorneys.
The amendment creates a
new system of district courts,
to be phased in over a few
years. The Court of Appeals
will become the state Supreme
Court Jan. 1, and a new 14-
member Intermediate Court of
Appeals will be set up at that
time.
Judge Pennington appeared
Wednesday at a meeting of a
special legislative committee
working on implementation of
the amendment, but declined to
release any proposed budget
figures until Justice Reed had a
chance to review them.
Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glas-
gow, urged Pennington to "get
Opinion Says Frymire's Job
Doesn't Conflict With Duties
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
First District Railroad Com-
missioner L. H. "Dick" Fry-
mire's regular job doesn't ap-
pear to conflict with his duties
as an elected state official —
even though one involves sell-








volves enforcing laws relating
to railroads.
Frymire is a jobber for the
Gulf Oil Corp., which has a
contract to sell gasoline to the
state Highway Department and
other fuel products to the
Louisville &Nashville Railroad.
Frymire asked the attorney
general's advice on whether it
would be legal for him to con-
tinue selling to the state and to
the railroad after taking office
as commissioner.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Donald Mor-
ris, in an opinion made public
Wednesday, advised Frymire
that his contract with the state
poses no conflict of interest and
that his contract with the rail-
road poses no violation per se,
of the conflict of interest laws.
However, Morris pointed out
that Frymire's contract with
the IAN might conceivably in-
fluence his actions as commis-
sioner.
"We are not saying such a
conflict does exist, but are
merely pointing out the possi-
bility for improper influence
does exist," he said.
Morris also said it will be for
the courts to decide "the ques-
tion of whether the opportunity
for self interest is a remote
possibility or sufficient to rea-
sonably affect your judgement
or conduct."
In the case of Frymire's con-
tract with the state, Morris ad-
vised that since he only receiv-
es a commission as jobber and
does not hold stock in the cor-
poration, is not in violation of
the conflict of interest statutes.
The attorney general's office
released several other opinions
Wednesday-
-In response to a query from
Boyd County Attorney Calvin
Gearhart, Asst. Atty. Gen.
Charles Runyan advised that
by Lamar Clothing
Styled by Carl Heart
To Be Given Away
December 24
Register in Store
You Do Not Rove To Be
Present To Win
Net Store flour%
10 a m.-9 Vion.-.,11
the Fiveco District Health Offi-
cer may accept an appointment
to fill a vacancy in the Boyd
County coroner's office. Run-
yan said there appears to be no
statuatory incompatibility in
the two offices, but said the
matter of "common law in-
compatibility" must be consid-
ered. "To ensure that he could
executive both positions with




B.C. Goodpasture, editor of
the Gospel Advocate, Nashville,
Tenn., will be the speaker at
special series of meetings at the
Benton Church of Christ on
Friday and Saturday at 7:30
p.m. and on Sunday at 8:45, ten,
and 11 a.m, and six p.m.
For free bus transportation.
persons may call 527-6211 or 527-




Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet
Friday, December 12, at 7:30 p.
m. at the lodge hall.
Officers will be elected. All
Master Masons are urged to




NEW YORK (API --- Last
year, the Japanese built more
than half of the world's volume
of new ship tonnage, reports
"The Compass." a publication
of MOAC, marine insurance un-
derwriter.
Japan launched 17.5 million
gross tons of ships in 1974
which constituted 51.6 per cent
of the ship tonnage world-wide,
according to '-The Compass."
The publication notes that Swe-
den was second in ship produc-
tion with 2.2 million tons, or 6.4
per cent of world ship tonnage,
and West Germany was third




the figures on the table...let the
public judge.
"The sooner we can get pub-
lic discussion and under -
standing of the figures, the bet-
ter off we are," he said.
State Sen. Mike Moloney said
he had drawn up a proposed
salary scale ranging from $25,-
000 for district judges to $45,000
for supreme court justice. "I
believe that's a realistic set of
figures when you look across
the country," he said.
Baker proposed starting dis-
Right now, we're featuring great values on "The Gift That Keeps On Givingo" b
y RCA ... gifts you'll be
remembered by for years to come! Hurry, while selections are complete! See our
 line of RCA XL-100 color TV,
black and white TV, stereos, and radios! They make great gifts
!
XL-100, 100% Solid State
reliability.
There are no chassis
tubes to burn out, a
mayor cause of TV
repairs Uses less energy




of color, tint, brightness and
Automatic Fine Tuning. too
61 fewer pans-61 fewer tn -gs
ipo wrong!
An advanced picture tube 5,
eliminates 61 components re.
RCA's comparable conwentic
portables
More TV experts own RCA
More TV program cbrectdis
station chief engineers, more
TV cameramen and more nci,• •
TV service technic,ans own P
Man any other color TV'
Xle100
100% Sold State.
Don't sett* for less.
Baker's proposals came to that
recommended by the Office of
Judicial Planning, but indicated
that Moloney's figures were in
the ballpark.
Come in and see for Yourself! Great buys on a





RCA The.rioGWola ND 25" diagonal
RCA Spanish style
console stereo and 8-Track
• Built-in 8-Track stereo tape player.
• Solid state AM-FM-FM Stereo tuner.
Built-in antennas.
• Slide-rule vernier tuning for easy,
accurate tuning.





Handsome all-wood lowboy in popular
mix-or-match Contemporary style that blends
dramatically with Traditional or Modern
furniture.
• RCA XL-100, the reliability of 100.% solid
state—no chassis tubes to burn out.
• Super AccuColor black matrix picture tube
for sparkling, sharply detailed color.
• Automatic Fine Tuning pinpoints and holds
the correct broadcast signal.
• Plug-in AccuCircuit modules simplify
servicing.
• An enduring Contemporary design. Rich







Low Sale Price! Limited Time Only!
RCA XL-100. 1011,  solid state reliability means no chassis
tubes to burn out! RCA's Super AccuColor black matrix
picture tube gives dramatically detailed color pictures &
wanner flesh tones. Automatic fine tunin‘. too'
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